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a note from the
editors-in-chief
Dear Readers,
Undergraduate historical research at Brown University is
vibrant, diverse, and impressive. It is certainly something to showcase, and we are proud to have shaped this year’s iteration of the
only undergraduate history publication on campus. We hope that
this year’s Journal continues to create a forum for the honoring of
excellent essays and accomplished student authors.
With more than fifty submissions, it was difficult to pick the
papers that would be published; the process demonstrated to us the
depth and quality of undergraduate historical scholarship at Brown,
and convinced us even more of the importance of having this means
of distributing it more widely. The papers published here discuss
topics of extreme relevance and current importance. Indeed, the papers allow us to explore a variety of subjects, from the gendered nature of post-WWI music therapy to the racialization of Compton. By
including more current and perhaps less traditionally historical topics, we hope to encourage the diversification of historical academic
discourse as well as emphasize the variety of scholarship already
present on Brown’s campus.
Most importantly, we hope that these papers present you, the
reader, with valuable and unique insights into the past, perhaps from
new and exciting angles. We have certainly learned a great amount
from this year’s Journal, and we hope that you will too.
We hope you enjoy this latest installment of the Brown Journal of History.
Sincerely,
Nicole Marie Fleming ‘19
Luiza Osorio Guimarães da Silva ‘18
Editors-In-Chief
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Genocide vs. Gynocide:
Intersectional Identities and Sexual
Violence Within Conflict
by Gillen Martin
Gillen Martin is a second-year undergraduate student double concentrating in Political Science and Gender and Sexuality Studies. She is particularly interested in the politics of gender and sexuality in the developing
world. In the future, she hopes to pursue a career in non-profit international aid work–perhaps focusing on crisis response.

=

I. Introduction
Conflict can be understood as a ritual of human history in
the sense that it entails repeated practices and assigns established
roles to those involved. International humanitarian law, or the laws
of war, have been developed to regulate this ritual. This strand of
law proclaims itself to be gender neutral because it holds men and
women in equal regard and protects them uniformly. This neutrality
is problematic. War affects subjects in different ways depending
on the identities they hold and on the roles that conflict, through
pre-existing structures, consequently assigns them. International
humanitarian law cannot account for the needs of subjects and
survivors if it does not understand and account for the many ways
that they experience trauma.
The Yugoslav Wars provided a clear example of international
law and justice operating within an identity-rich conflict. Specifically,
the mass rape of Bosnian Muslim women by Serbian combatants
created a complex situation for the International Criminal Tribunal
for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY). The debates that arose during
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the prosecution of rapists for crimes against humanity, the first
time that sexual violence alone had been charged as such, revealed
the need for further theorization and understanding of identity
within international humanitarian law and justice; the language that
surrounded the tribunal formed a call for a more holistic perspective
capable of analyzing how discriminatory structures may affect a
survivor’s experiences and needs.
The complexity of victims’ experiences, because they were
tainted by both patriarchy and constructed “ethnic” paradigms, was
not discussed within the tribunal. As a consequence, the survivors’
mental and physical long-term needs were not adequately attended
to––creating larger problems for the Bosnian government. While
the prosecution failed to address the gendered and “ethnic” aspects
of the conflict, the rhetoric surrounding the tribunal’s precedentsetting ruling reinscribed rape as a crime committed against
women by men. The language subtly portrays sexual violence
and gendered perspectives in international humanitarian law as
a whole as women’s issues. Furthermore, the media, academia,
and other sources regarding the rapes often portrayed female
survivors as without strength or agency––as “broken.” This notion
that women in a conflict could only be victims is harmful not
only to the survivors it demeans, but also to the development and
implementation of gender-neutral international humanitarian law.
The ICTY cases that represented symbolic justice for the sexual
violence committed against thousands of Bosnian civilians failed
to address the intersectional identities of victims and predict their
future needs, reinscribed stereotypes regarding sexual violence and
gender roles within conflict, and revealed the work that needs to
be done within international institutions of justice to move toward
remedying these shortcomings. The tribunal, however, also revealed
the value and potential of international criminal law to bring justice
to victims and to contest established norms. Ultimately, these ICTY
cases have initiated new conversations regarding the place of gender
8
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and sexual violence in international humanitarian law––and these
conversations must continue.

II. Fifty Years Later
The ICTY marked the fiftieth anniversary of the Nuremberg
and Tokyo trials.1 Half a century after the Holocaust, the tribunal
prosecuted war crimes and crimes against humanity committed by
white perpetrators against white victims that took place on European
soil. The former Yugoslavia had entered an era of stability with the end
of World War II under the leadership of Josip Broz Tito. His regime, and
the popular support it amassed during his presidency, proved capable
of holding the former Yugoslavia together until his death in 1988.
Some, such as Beverly Allen, author of the historical account Rape
Warfare:The Hidden Genocide in Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia, attribute
a portion of his success in unification to his adamant opposition to
nationalism and its manifestations.2
The power struggle set off by Tito’s death in May 1980
provided an opportunity for nationalist leaders to rise within the
individual republics that comprised the former Yugoslavia. The
Serbian figure Slobodan Miloševic designed a model for inciting
nationalist tensions among the ethnic groups not neatly captured
within individual territories. He gave a series of inflammatory
speeches in an attempt to upset the delicate balance that Tito
had created. These speeches focused on the mythos of a “Greater
Serbia,” the ideal of a centralized state created along ethnic lines
that would theoretically encompass Kosovo and Serb-dominated
territories within Bosnia and Croatia. His rhetoric was intended to
prime Serbs with a perception of themselves as part of a greater
people; he encouraged them to use their superior numbers to force
Serbian hegemony upon the regions. To achieve this hegemony,
Miloševic utilized a rhetoric of “cleansing the land” of non-Serbs.3
These speeches imbued nationalism with religiosity, identifying the
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mythical Greater Serbia with Christianity and as an enemy of Islam.
Galvanized by his election to the Serbian presidency, Miloševic
served the republics of the former Yugoslavia with a choice: sink
passively into a state run solely by Serbs, or declare independence from
the state and face what may come. Bosnia declared independence.
By January 2nd, 1992, thousands of Serbian troops were en route
with tanks toward a state utterly unprepared for war. These forces
would execute a centrally planned campaign in Bosnia to expel
or exterminate Bosnian Muslims. Before the invasion, Serb army
officers devised the Ram Plan, which was “the first official document
establishing ‘ethnic cleansing’ as military policy” in Bosnia.4 Allen
revealed some of the text from the minutes of the initial planning
meeting among the officers:
Our analysis of the behavior of the Muslim communities
demonstrates that the morale, will, and bellicose nature of
their groups can be undermined only if we aim our action
at the point where the religious and social structure is most
fragile. We refer to the women, especially adolescents, and to
the children.5

Serbian troops developed strategies that they repeatedly
employed to enact the Ram Plan throughout the Bosnian countryside.
A unit would form a perimeter around a town, set up roadblocks,
send in messages for Serbs to leave, and open fire on the town.6
After a couple of days, once the residents had forsaken resistance,
the bombardment would stop and the unit would invade. The Serbian
forces––especially the paramilitary units––were brutal and inventive
in their methods of terror, but rape was the most widespread method
of torture for females.The documented ages of female Bosnian Muslim
rape victims ranged from 5 to 81.7
After the initial invasion, the Serbian forces often separated
the women from the men. The groups were segregated in camps.
Men were usually subjected to “beatings, cannibalism, castrations,
and other extreme forms of torture,” while women were repeatedly

10
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raped, often until impregnated.8
Besides the camps in which Bosnian Muslims were
tortured or starved to death (and in which rape also occurred),
there were those that served exclusively as “rape camps.” In the
death camps, 90% of victims were killed after their rapes. In the
“rape camps,” women were held and raped continuously until
impregnation or death.9 There were at least forty-two of these
locations recorded.10 The policy of rape was implemented not
only to terrorize, defeat, and conquer Muslim populations, but
also to destroy their ethnic identities. They attempted to do this
by forcing women to bear “Serbian” children. As Irma Oosterman,
a member of the prosecution investigation team, testified against
Serbian leaders in July 1996, “‘the soldiers often told us that they
were forced to do it...They wanted to make Serb or Chetnik
babies.’”11
The estimated numbers of female Bosnian Muslim rape victims
range from twenty thousand to fifty thousand.12 The strategy was
undoubtedly present from the beginning––the first wave of refugees
reported such “rape camps” as early as June of 1992, not even six
months after the invasion in January.13 As Allen states, never before
had a genocide in progress been so visible, with so much information
available, and yet still “consistently ignored”: “It can never again be
said that the Western powers will surely intervene to stop genocide
anywhere in the world.”14 Catherine A. MacKinnon, feminist, lawyer,
and representative for female Bosnian and Croatian rape victims,
stated that, “every country in the world had a legal obligation to stop
the Serbs.”15
The idyllic region of Foca in the south eastern Bosnian
countryside on the Drina river came under control of a Serbian
paramilitary group in 1992. The atrocities that occurred there led
to the first three cases within the ICTY and in international history
where rape alone was charged as a crime against humanity.16 As
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Susan Brownmiller noted in her 1975 study of rape, prosecutors had
“mountains of evidence of systematic rape” at the Nuremberg and
Tokyo trials, and yet none of the charges included an indictment for
rape.17 As some members of the ICTY prosecution team working
on the rape cases discussed in the documentary I Came to Testify,
women––who suffered in the same numbers as men––were absent
entirely from the trials after World War II. Besides contesting for the
first time the notion that wartime rape will always be an unfortunate
side effect of conflict, the Bosnian trials were also some of the first
international justice cases to be documented and prosecuted by
women.18 The ways that the prosecution mounted and conducted
their cases against Serbian rapists set a precedent in the development
of international law on rape and other forms of sexual violence. The
complex identities at play in the crimes also provided a unique case
in which to examine how international humanitarian law can bring
justice to victims whose gender, religion, or ethnicity were crucial to
their being targeted. Finally, the ways in which victims, the ICTY, the
media, and scholars of this subject debated and defined these cases of
sexual-based violence show both the value of international justice and
how it must be improved.

III. Intersectional Identities Under International
Humanitarian Law
Conflict has a revelatory nature. The ways in which a war is
waged and its various effects necessitate analysis of the structures and
systems that preceded it. As Patricia A. Weitsman stated in her article
“The Politics of Identity and Sexual Violence: A Review of Bosnia
and Rwanda”: “War is the ultimate cauldron of identity politics.”19
In the Yugoslav Wars, the Serbian forces utilized identities and their
associated cultural meanings in the formation of military policies so
that they would have the maximum destructive force. International
humanitarian law was itself created by male lawyers and military
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participants within a patriarchal culture, which assumed stable
identities and assigned them significance. Gender norms have heavily
influenced the development of law, especially surrounding conflict.
The 1949 Geneva Conventions did not stand outside of history; as a
Harvard Humanitarian Initiative podcast explains, the language they
employ regarding sexual violence is distinctly gendered.20 When men
drafted international humanitarian law, they were not considering
women in the sphere of combat. And if they were, it was solely as
victims.
Armed conflict affects women, girls, boys, and men in
different ways. The exclusionary silence regarding women means that
the particular kinds of experiences that they endure have been largely
ignored by international humanitarian law. For example, studies have
shown that women and children are more affected by the long-term
ramifications of conflict.21 In general, the laws that regulate warfare
are fairly effective at being “gender neutral” in the sense that women
and men are usually regarded equally as legal subjects.22 But a legal
regime striving for neutrality will not have the intended neutral effect
if it is operating within discriminatory structural settings. International
humanitarian law cannot override patriarchies, and thus it must
understand their effects. If individual subjects are affected differently
because of the identities they hold, then there must be practices
and systems in place that account for these variations. A gendered
perspective in any work that deals with conflict is crucial; if the goal
is to alleviate human suffering, then the mechanisms of achieving that
must factor in how individuals usually experience life within a given
society and the changes brought upon that experience by conflict.23
Allen refers to the Serbian policy of sexual violence that
targeted women as a “system of femicide,” stating that “in combination
with ‘ethnic’ or religious identities, sexual and gender identities often
determine whether one is raped or not, whether one lives or dies.”24
Aside from the trauma of the violence itself, a victim’s identity also
dictated how they experienced and dealt with the aftermath. The
VOLUME 11 • 2017
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Balkans, especially its rural areas, had a very conservative culture in
the early 1990s that operated along strict, gendered lines.25 Rape was
perceived to be shameful for the female victims, whom society then
deemed no longer “marriageable or socially viable.”26 As Weitsman
discusses, the Serbian policy was designed with this patriarchal
devalorization of the victims, their families, and their communities
in mind: “Rape becomes a particularly potent form of torture in
patriarchal societies in which a woman’s standing derives from her
relationship to the men in her family: her brothers, father, husband,
and sons.”27
The social and symbolic connection between a woman’s
sexual experiences, consent aside, and her community’s respectability
implies that a woman’s body belongs not entirely to herself, but also
to her people––specifically, the men of her people. As Mary Ann
Tétreault discusses in her article “Justice for All: Wartime Rape and
Women’s Human Rights,” just as conceptions of individual rights
have historically applied to men but not to women, the concept of
individual ownership of the body has also been gendered: “the rights
of women to control their bodies have almost always been inferior
to similar rights of men.”28 The international tribunals’ insensitivity
to these patriarchal histories when handling sexual violence against
women is matched by the attitudes of domestic legislative processes.
In fact, “despite the inclusion of state-mediated rape as a category of
human rights violation in international conventions, an unambiguous
statement on a woman’s absolute right to sexual integrity was not
made prior to the 1995 UN conference on women held in Beijing.”29
A woman’s identity, no matter her country, no matter her culture,
will always be tied to patriarchal legacies; her respectability will
always be juxtaposed by her sexual relationships, “whether coercive
or consensual.”30
The Serbian policy of targeting Muslim women and girls utilized
these patriarchal cultural structures to ensure that the terror inflicted
on their victims would have significant ramifications throughout their
14
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communities. They made women into personal property; girls into
sexual slaves. Witness 99 for the prosecution of the ICTY stated that
the victims were often “treated more like cattle than human beings.”31
The Serb forces acted with the knowledge that the ownership they
took over Bosnian women’s bodies was also––under patriarchal
logic––stripping Bosnian Muslim men, who no longer had the ability
to protect their women and children, of their masculinity. In this way,
the ownership of women’s sexuality became a pawn of war––a sign
of power. This uniquely gendered trauma that female victims endured
had persistent effects after the war. Physician Toni Carr, who reported
that she cared for rape victims over 75 years of age, stated that nearly
all of the women she saw begged her not to tell anyone, not even their
families: “The women’s feeling of shame is even deeper than their hurt
or anger.”32 To complicate the processes through which many of the
female victims have handled their trauma, the Serbian policy extended
beyond sexual violence to forced impregnation––what many have
called “genocide by rape,” or “genocidal rape.”33
Although the Serb aggression in Bosnia has rightly been
characterized as “ethnic cleansing,”34 it has proven difficult for nonBalkans observers to grasp the complexity of the situation beyond
the trope of ancient ethnic divisions and reinvigorated nationalism.
As Allen states, U.S. observers in particular often considered the
war to be “the most recent in an endless series of violent conflicts
that somehow characterize those people.”35 In reality, however, a
tolerant, multicultural attitude had characterized much of the former
Yugoslavia, “Bosnian cities in particular.”36 As the witnesses and
victims in the documentary I Came to Testify explained, there was a
rapid transition within rural regions. Ethnicity had not previously
mattered among neighbors and lifelong friends in towns such as Foca.
In what seemed like a sudden change, however, most of the nonMuslims had been evacuated or had joined the armed forces.37 Many
have attributed this evolution from harmony to “ethnic” violence to
the stirring speeches made by Miloševic and other nationalist leaders,
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but John Mueller provides an alternate explanation in his article “The
Banality of ‘Ethnic War.’” He asserts that the Yugoslav army, “despite
years of supposedly influential nationalist propaganda and centuries
of supposedly pent-up ethnic hatreds,” largely refused to fight and
disintegrated early in the war.38 To remedy this lack of forces, he
claims that the Serbian leadership recruited paramilitary forces from
gangs or “bands of soccer hooligans”––even releasing criminals from
prison specifically for their purposes.39 This little-known reality sheds
new light on the violence; rather than reenacting historic hatred, it
could be the result of “a situation in which common, opportunistic,
sadistic, and often distinctly nonideological marauders were recruited
and permitted free rein by political authorities.”40 Zagreb intellectual
Nenad Popovic’s characterization of the Serbian aggression supports
this narrative: “It is, he says, a military aggression performed in the
name of an extremist nationalist mythos but without the foundation
even of a nation-state.”41
Clarifying the fictitious role of ethnicity and nationalism
within the conflict is crucial. But, however constructed or recent
the divisions may have been, the trauma that victims endured was
undoubtedly ethnically charged. As MacKinnon makes clear regarding
the experiences of the women she represented, these were not
“ethnically neutral” wartime rapes.42 Female victims that were raped
with the goal of forced impregnation were “repeatedly told that they
were being raped in order to ‘plant the seed of Serbs in Bosnia,’ to
give birth to little ‘Chetniks,’ to deliver a Serbian baby, and so forth.”43
Whether visions of a “Greater Serbia” or pure sadistic violence were
on the minds of the perpetrators, the experience was genocidal for the
victims. They were targeted by their “ethnic” or religious identity and
tortured as supposed Muslim “filth.”44
Michael Sells, Islamic History and Literature professor and
author of The Bridge Betrayed: Religion and Genocide in Bosnia, calls the
rape of Bosnian Muslim women “gynocidal––a deliberate attack on
women as childbearers.”45 The perpetrators of the forced impregnations
16
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ensured that their actions would lead to forced maternity, holding the
victims for months and only releasing them if it was far too late to
terminate the pregnancy. This policy was not only an assault on these
women’s reproductive self-determination, but it also constituted a
patriarchal attack on their ethnic identities.The Serbian ideology behind
the forced impregnations was to communicate that female victims’
“ethnic” and religious identities no longer allowed them to reproduce
with the men of the same “ethnic” group––constituting a genocide by
birth dynamic. As Allen states, this equation is a “glaring example of
faulty logic”: “to its perpetrators, such an equation was possible on
the condition that they cancel every aspect of the mother’s identity––
her national, ‘ethnic,’ religious, and even genetic identities––other
than that as a sexual container.”46 Weitsman succinctly communicates
agreement with Allen’s logic: “The women, in other words, serve as
vessels that impart paternal identity.”47
To accept these forced impregnations as a form of genocide is
to accept the perpetrators’ patriarchal logic––to erase the connection
between mother and child.48 But the logic behind the Serbian
policy, often violently communicated to victims during their rapes,
undoubtedly contributed to the trauma of victims. Their experiences
were stained with patriarchal erasures of their “ethnic” or religious
identities, while it was understood that this very identity was why the
Serbs targeted them in the first place. In the late summer of 1992, the
survivors started to appear. As an 83-year-old Bosnian gynaecologist
Sreko Simic recalled: “Most of them came alone, at night, so no one
would see them. They were silent and full of shame and hatred. Often
we would treat them but they would not speak. Some asked for
abortions. Others gave birth and then rejected the child.”49 Female
Bosnian Muslim victims experienced and dealt with ramifications
of their traumas through structures of patriarchy and (constructed)
constitutions of ethnicity. The complexity of these attacks on gender
and “ethnic” identities was not addressed within mechanisms of
international justice and the victims’ needs were not provided for.This
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intricate network of identity and harm provides a painful example
of why international humanitarian law must evolve to encompass
experiences involving plural, layered identities––identities that made
one more vulnerable to trauma and its lasting impacts. If international
mechanisms of justice fail to utilize this more holistic approach, then
they fail to appreciate the ways that victims see themselves as situated
within conflict; they fundamentally fail to understand the notion
of harm itself.50 International humanitarian law should be able to
capture the complexity of identities because only then will it be able
to adequately address victims.

IV. De-gendering Sexual Violence and Victimization
Sexual violence is not only committed against females. Rape
can be used against men and children of both genders as well.51 Male
victims are often unacknowledged––especially in times of conflict,
when the male identity is assumed to be combatant––and such as
the case within the international justice proceedings of the ICTY.
There were many reported incidents of sexual violence committed
against Bosnian Muslim men during the Serbian occupation.52 One
particularly common tactic that Serb forces used to humiliate, shame,
and degrade their victims was forcing them to perform sexual acts on
each other. Branislav Vlaco, a Serb commander who ran a rape camp
throughout 1992, also ran a bunker behind this camp where troops
could go to watch male prisoners, “kept in subhuman conditions,” do
just this.53 Especially because all Yugoslav societies were “forcefully
heterosexual,”54 these experiences created absolutely different
traumas and ramifications within the lives of males than those
experienced by female survivors of rape or forced impregnation. Yet
the prosecution’s strategy brought all of the sexual violence “under
one rubric.”55 Furthermore, the February 1993 UN report on “The
Situation of Human Rights in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia”
defined rape in subtly gendered terms as well, stating it to be “an abuse
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of power and control in which the rapist seeks to humiliate, shame,
embarrass, degrade, and terrify the victim. The primary objective is to
exercise power and control over another person.”56 As Allen pointed
out, in a patriarchal context the phrase “abuse of power and control”
automatically implies men controlling women, reinscribing “the image
of the male over the female.”57 As well-intentioned as the ICTY was
in prosecuting rape, the rhetoric utilized implied that women were
the sole targets of sexual violence while their strategy discounted the
distinct experiences of male victims––erasing any possibility of posttrauma mental or physical aid for male survivors.
Institutions and individuals that were attempting to help victims
often fell into traps of gendered assumptions regarding female victims
as well. Forces on all sides of the tribunal and media debate treated
women solely as victims, often characterizing them as “broken” and
their rapes as “taking away whatever power of resistance they might
have had.”58 Allen reveals that even caregiver activists often harbored
this conception of the women they helped; one stated that “‘These
women’s lives are all past and no future.’”59 Karen Engle asserts in
her article “Feminism and Its (Dis)contents: Criminalizing Wartime
Rape in Bosnia and Herzegovina” that the UN and the ICTY at times
treated women as part of the “concept of ‘women and children’”60 that
inadvertently reinforced their second class as a “special” category of
humans in need of “special” protection.61 This deep-rooted tendency
to reduce women’s roles in conflict to “broken” victims in need of
protection along with children, has tangible consequences. Aside
from demeaning the strength and agency of female survivors, studies
have shown that female combatants in the Rwandan genocide who
committed crimes were often served harsher punishments than their
male counterparts––highlighting a deep social unease with women
killing, or transgressing the assumed norms of conflict.62 Mechanisms
of international justice have the potential to disrupt power dynamics
and structures of inequality in place by revealing, discussing, and
accounting for them. But this must begin by analyzing the gendered
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ideologies in institutions such as the UN, or at play in tribunals such
as the ICTY. Those handling sensitive cases must be conscious of
the assumptions that they themselves harbor, noting the reality that
everyone carries baggage and blind spots.63

V. Conclusion
The atrocities committed during the Yugoslav Wars occurred
over twenty years ago. After the war ended, the survivors attempted
to cope. On a long-term basis, many female victims suffered social
ostracism, severe psychological trauma, possible pregnancy, death
by abortion, or suicide.64 The rapes have also produced a generation
of children who carried the pain of their conception. While the U.S.
played a crucial diplomatic role in creating peace in the Balkans, the
Dayton Accords did not account for these traumas.65 Female and male
victims alike have received little help, mentally or physically, since
their rapes. As Saliha Djuderija, Assistant Minister for Human Rights
and Refugees of Bosnia and Herzegovina, admitted, “nobody has made
this a priority. Now the problem is three times bigger than it was
because nothing has been done for so long.”66 The patriarchal dishonor
that wrongly accompanies the identity of female rape victims has never
been addressed, and this misplaced shame has encouraged survivors to
suffer in silence. As psychiatrist Dubravka Salcic stated, “I would not
talk about rape myself in the official healthcare system. People feel too
stigmatised. They do not want to expose themselves as victims.’”67 In
the documentary I Came to Testify, victims expressed the heartbreaking
sentiment that they today feel as though their state is waiting for them
to die so they are not anyone’s “problem” anymore.68 By ignoring
these survivors’ experiences and neglecting their specific gendered
and “ethnic” charge, the state and the international community have
failed to forecast and attend to their needs. This failure represents
compliance with the discriminatory structures that shaped their
trauma in the first place.
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Despite the flaws within the tribunal’s approach to sexual
violence and attacks on the identities of individuals, the prosecution
of individual rapists revealed the value of international justice. These
cases furthered the development of international criminal law that
tries individual experiences, rejecting collective responsibility and
allowing for analysis of the forces of identity––be it gender, religion,
or “ethnicity”––that tainted the victim’s specific trauma.The tribunal’s
prosecution of rape as a crime against humanity also spoke to the
value of symbolic justice for victims. I Came to Testify revealed the
differences that the prosecutions have made in the lives of survivors; as
one victim stated, “we [could] still function as human beings” if these
men could be convicted and jailed for their crimes. Furthermore, the
documentary shows that there is still a culture of denial around the
atrocities that occurred.When female survivors of a rape camp in Foca
tried to return to the site of their torture and place a plaque, they
were booed away by a mob largely comprised of Serbian women. If
nothing else, the international conviction of their rapists serves as an
official acknowledgement of what happened to them.69 Every single
witness for the prosecution of the Foca case had second thoughts, fears
of retaliation, and fears of reliving their trauma. In the end, they all
testified. As one woman explained, their dread was overcome by their
desire for justice. She wanted the still operational Serb forces to know
that, “If you rape, there is the possibility of prosecution.”70 Perhaps
the most important precedent that the tribunal established was to
differentiate wartime rape, patriarchally understood as a “property
crime,” from its place in the phrase “raping and pillaging,” in which one
is the destruction of belongings and the other has a substantially higher
human cost.71 The charge of rape alone as a crime against humanity
asserts that sexual violence committed against human bodies is not just a
side effect of war to be expected from soldiers and dismissed afterward.
This consensus, that rape is a crime against the sexual determination
of individuals in wartime as well as in peacetime, was groundbreaking.
However, as Allen notes, the tribunal should have explicitly stated the
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dynamics that “genocidal” rape added in combination with the effects
of patriarchy in order to understand and account for the particular
suffering it caused female victims.72 Furthermore, the prosecution
should have differentiated between the sexual violence committed
against male and female victims in their strategy and taken greater
efforts to remove the gendered implications of their language in
defining and discussing rape. The heart of international humanitarian
law is ensuring humanitarian protection, and the only way to ensure
that this protection does not discriminate or empower discrimination
is to account for existing structures of inequality.
Edited byWilliam Lu and IsabelleWilliams
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Just Say No
Fiction, Documentary, and the In-Between in
Pablo Larraín’s No (2012)
by Spencer Roth-Rose
Spencer Roth-Rose is a fourth-year undergraduate student concentrating
in American Studies. His focus within the concentration, Implications of
Cinema, examines the cultural impact of the production and consumption
of film, and the ways in which visual storytelling affects the way we view the
world around us.

=

The 1988 Chilean plebiscite was a watershed moment in
the country’s modern history. After 15 years of military dictatorship
under General Augusto Pinochet, the regime finally yielded to
mounting international pressure and held a referendum, offering the
citizenry a simple choice: vote “Yes” to democratically elect Pinochet
to another eight years in power, or vote “No” to oust Pinochet and
hold open elections within the next year. In an outcome that shocked
Pinochet and his forces, the people of Chile voted him out with over
54% of the vote, representing a major opening towards reestablishing
democracy in the country.1 Pablo Larrain’s 2012 historical drama film
No immortalizes the opposition party’s innovative use of a television
campaign to propel their victory. No lauds the opposition campaign
as the first in the country to use modern, hyper-capitalist advertising
techniques to sell a political ideal, and fabricates a protagonist to serve
as the guiding ideological force behind it. It is that type of fabrication,
and further simplification of the complex political narrative, that
permeates the film. Larraín did not intend for his film to be read
as an unbiased, historical account; he specifically shot his footage
to aesthetically match old, archival footage of the campaign. His
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subsequent combining of the two can be read as an attempt to blur
the line between history and fiction. By positioning his film in a sort
of middle ground between what is true and what is fictitious, Larraín
places the burden of determining the truth onto the viewer. This is
dangerous, even irresponsible, for the director of a historical film.
Though he openly acknowledges that the film’s content is fictionalized
to a degree, he appears to be less cognizant of how the choice to
aesthetically match actual archival footage gives his film the power to
shape the viewer’s idea of the past and essentially replace historical fact
with fiction.
It is first important to understand the sociopolitical conditions
from which the “No” television campaign sprung.The Pinochet regime
had, for years prior to the campaign, suppressed opposing views on
the four major Chilean television networks. The plebiscite, considered
by most Chileans to be a foregone conclusion in Pinochet’s favor,
was only enacted to appease increasing international pressure on the
dictatorship and to show some semblance of democracy, according
to María Eugenia Hirmas. To display the transparency of the election
to the international community, Pinochet decided to award each
side an equal partition of national television advertisement time.2
This was a monumental development. Television (and, to an extent,
all mass media) had been largely closed off to anyone who opposed
the Pinochet regime. Though Eugenio Tironi and Guillermo Sunkel
note the rise of some alternative media such as opposition dailies and
various radio stations during the 1980s, they also acknowledge that,
when Pinochet rose to power in 1973, he ensured that the “mechanisms
designed to safeguard the autonomy, independence, and pluralism of
media…were suppressed almost instantly.”3 Thus, when the regime
offered to give the opposition campaign 15 uninterrupted minutes of
nightly coverage, known as a franja (to be followed by 15 minutes of
their own), the opposition quickly scrambled to assemble the most
persuasive team of communicators in the country.
The team consisted of advertising executives, political
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scientists, reporters, and other members of the media, and it operated
independently from any political party. Its members knew the impact
that their television campaign could have on the country. Chilean
television ownership had increased tenfold from 1970 to 1983,
according to Tironi and Sunkel, with over 95% of Chilean households
owning aTV by the mid-1980s. Despite the general feeling of pessimism
among the electorate that a “No” victory would be dismissed by the
regime, Manuel Antonio Garretón notes that, “the opposition realized
that the plebiscite represented an opportunity for precipitating the
transition process, independent of the outcome.”4 That is, simply
having a televised soapbox would give exposure to the opposition’s
cause and lend them legitimacy as a political movement in the eyes
of disillusioned Chileans across the country. Although they had been
silenced for 15 years, if people knew they could tune in every night
to block of time set aside for dissenting views, the country’s political
climate could have the opportunity to radicalize.This sense of purpose,
of optimistic fatalism, lent the campaign a willingness to go bold. They
eschewed traditional, ideology-heavy ads and instead focused on the
concept of alegría—joy or happiness. The “No” campaign adopted a
logo of a rainbow and positioned Chileans as people “with the right
to be happy.” 5 In the process, it utilized modern television advertising
techniques such as satire and appealing aesthetics in lieu of didactic
and dour depictions of the abuses suffered by the Chilean people at the
hands of Pinochet. It worked, and to the regime’s shock, No garnered
over 54% of the 6 million votes on October 5, 1988. Pinochet agreed
to follow the constitutional rules of the plebiscite and cede the
powers of a dictator, and open elections were set for December of the
following year.6
The film No focuses on the marketing aspect of the “No”
campaign and takes many creative liberties with the historical events.
The film, based on the unpublished play El plebiscito by Antonio
Skármeta, centers on a fictional character named René Saavedra
(Gael García Bernal), an innovative advertising specialist. The film
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gives him the credit for changing the tone of the campaign’s franjas;
he sees the downbeat material the opposition already has and
convinces them to dramatically revamp. Saavedra requests a “jingle”
for the campaign and specifies that it should not be a rock or pop
song, but instead a jingle like those used in advertisements. The result
is essentially politics framed as a Coca-Cola commercial. Saavedra
stages elaborate shots with idyllic scenes: tall, happy, beautiful people;
mimes; baskets of baguettes (despite warnings that no one in Chile
actually eats baguettes); and cameos from Hollywood stars. One
particularly humorous spot shows a man and a woman in bed, with
the ingratiating husband imploring his wife “Yes…yes…yes,” only to
be met with her increasingly forceful “No…no…no,” until he turns
to the camera and hollers “NO!” This draws upon Hirmas’ belief that
a “feeling of security” had to be fostered amongst Chileans, many of
whom suspected that voting against Pinochet was dangerous.7 Thus,
the decision to use humor and satire to poke holes in Pinochet’s
impenetrable façade also gave Chileans a sense of solidarity and ease
with their decision; that is, the dictator was all-powerful no longer.
Though the film distills the device by which the campaign came up
with this approach into the convenient fabrication of one man and his
vision, the end result is the same. In fact, Larraín used footage from
many of the original advertisements in his film; when Saavedra and
the campaign are watching the franjas on their office TVs, they and the
viewer all watch the original footage itself.
However, the film created controversy in Chile due to its
liberal approach to the facts of the campaign. In 2013, Larry Rohter of
the NewYork Times delved into this polemic by speaking with a number
of staffers from the “No” campaign, and he determined that many
believe the film simplifies the narrative. No campaign director Genaro
Arriagada believes the film to be a “gross oversimplification that has
nothing to do with reality.”8 Former Chilean cabinet minister Fernando
Vidal argues that “to believe that Pinochet lost the plebiscite because
of a TV logo and jingle is not to grasp anything of what occurred.”9
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Even Skármeta, the author of the original play, admits that the film
“truly lack[s] what took place under the iceberg.”10 These three Chilean
figures and more spoke out against the film, ultimately dismissing it as
too fictionalized to be taken seriously.
No presents a very simple narrative: a Don Draper-esque
advertising savant swoops in and turns the paradigm of political
advertising on its head. But, aside from the fact that Saavedra never
actually existed, the film breaks from reality in several other ways.
The film shows members of the campaign coming up with the “NO
+” symbol as one of their main logos, but in reality that motif had
previously been used in graffiti around the capital of Santiago by
members of the anti-Pinochet artist collective Colectivo Acciones
de Arte.11 In addition, the film spends a significant amount of time
and drama on the regime’s harassment of the opposition staffers, who
are shown being followed home from the studio and made subject
to threatening vandalism. In reality, this only happened in a “few
isolated instances,” and the staffers did not think twice about openly
identifying with the campaign.12 Furthermore, as John Panzer and
Ricardo Paredes wrote in 1991, economic issues in Chile were crucial
in swaying the 1988 plebiscite, and they were of particular importance
to those who voted “No.”13 And Rohter points out the fact that nearly all
of the scholarship on the plebiscite credits the opposition’s grassroots
campaigns to register 7.5 million Chileans to vote as “pivotal to their
success at the polls, ” though Larraín never addresses this movement.14
On the whole, the film makes no effort to dive deeper into the
underlying factors that led to the victory other than some superficial
ads. It alludes to people’s suffering under Pinochet, but always through
the lens of the ads, and always through the lens of Saavedra telling his
collaborators that dwelling on sadness doesn’t “sell.” Maybe the same
could be said of Larraín.
Larraín also makes some bold choices in his film, choices
that make for a pleasant and unique viewing experience but threaten
to undermine its historicity. The first is the creation of the Saavedra
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character (or perpetuation, if Skármeta’s original play is to be taken
into account). In Robert Rosenstone’s 1995 book Visions of the Past,
he argues that mainstream historical films often “put individuals
in the forefront of the historical process.”15 This allows the risk of
overshadowing larger, more complex sociopolitical problems in favor
of more manageable, human dramas. By placing the fictional Saavedra
in the center of the film, Larraín negates the work of an entire staff
of people, instead giving credit to one person who the audience can
easily support. Larraín can give Saavedra, who is an empty vessel, any
ideas or traits that will advance the story he wishes to tell; he even
changed characteristics from Skármeta’s vision of Saavedra to better
suit his own narrative needs, turning the character from an idealistic
middle-aged family man to a separated and cynical careerist, a kind
of political mercenary. While this is convenient and tempting for a
writer or director, it is dangerous for an audience seeking to learn
about history through watching the film.16 Thus, in Rosenstone’s
words, “the personal becomes a way of avoiding the often difficult
or insoluble social problems pointed out by the film.”17 In No, the
audience is forced to take that escape route in lieu of engaging with
difficult material any further.
Perhaps the most thought-provoking aspect of No is Larraín’s
choice to film all his footage in the same format as the original
archival footage, including the No ads themselves. The result is a
film that features bleeding colors, soft lighting, and grainy resolution
throughout its whole runtime. Far more immersive than simply
keeping a close eye on period detail (which he does remarkably
well), Larraín actively blurs the line between what is true footage,
what actually happened, and what is fictionalized. He shot the film
on rebuilt vintage Sony cameras, the same model that the original
campaign directors used, and the result is a seamless blending of new
and old, often in ways that confound the viewer.18 One can take clues
(like the fact that all footage with García Bernal must be new since his
character wasn’t real, or that all footage with Pinochet must be old
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since Larraín did not recast him), but it is difficult at times to parse
out the difference. In press appearances, Larraín claims to have only
been interested in the aesthetic appeal of this approach. In 2013, he
told Amber Wilkinson of “Eye For Film” that he sought to avoid jarring
cuts from high-definition new footage to old, grainy archival footage,
which “break [the] illusion” and take one out of the story.19 He spoke
proudly of making “fiction become documentary and documentary
become fiction.” Aesthetically, he achieves this.
But if documentary is, by definition, a nonfiction representation
of history, there is no such thing as making history become fiction and
fiction become history. David Sipprelle writes that No “expresses itself
as if it were a historical artifact,” and it is precisely here that Larraín
does not grasp the full weight of the work he has undertaken.20 Though
he is enamored with the aesthetic he has created by painstakingly
recreating the past, he doesn’t simply recreate it. He adds to it and
changes it, builds characters and fabricates events. Historical accuracy
is not a priority, and he has admitted that, “the way things happen
in the movie is not exactly the way they were, but the facts are the
same.21” Simply making sure that no one outright lies in a historical
film is a step towards accuracy, but Larraín implies that that is enough.
The “way things happen” in a film is a truth in and of itself, a truth
that can either be congruent with history or not. When a film takes
place in the past, it performs work as a “construction” of history.22
And when people watch this “construction,” whether they are told that
it is true or not, it will begin to impact their own views of the past.
Larraín appears so caught up in the look of the film that he neglects to
acknowledge the ways in which the viewer will subconsciously use his
film to dismiss historical truths—a dangerous proposition if Chilean
society seeks to document and remember the history of its country
accurately.
That said, some critics have argued that Larraín’s aesthetic
choices serve to further his argument in specific ways. In 2015, Fabrizio
Cilento coined the term “fictionalized documentary” to describe No,
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and claimed that this genre exempts the film from rigid adherence to
historicity, gifting it with the ability to interpret history in a way that
documentary or fiction alone would not:
Through [Larraín’s] dedication to creating a work that appeared
as a documentary and gave the impression of the truth, he was
in fact able to capture some of those elements that, while they
did not appear as essential in the interpretation of the time, in
retrospect continue to gain new significance.23

To illustrate, Cilento equates the film’s subplot about the invention
of the microwave oven with the proliferation of shallow, Americanized forms of communication that value quick comprehensions and
accessible messages over deeper grasps of the material at hand (or,
to continue the metaphor, more thorough heating of food). This is
all part of his argument that No’s positioning as “fictionalized documentary” allows it to take a modern-day lens to the time period and
invent devices that, given what we now know, lend more subtext to
the film and the events depicted within.
Alongside Cilento, another defender, Caetlin Benson-Allott,
believes that the film’s relationship with truth lets the viewer peek
inside the circumstances surrounding the campaign: “By matching
his video medium to that of the original No campaign, Larraín
emphasizes that both are constructions and suggests that there can
be no unmediated access to the history of the No campaign, because
the No itself was a media creation.”24 There can thus be no unfiltered
access to the campaign since it was doomed to be biased from its very
creation, and any attempt to accurately depict it would fail miserably.
It would thus be best to acknowledge this fact up front, argues BensonAllott, and use “visual artifacts [that] contextualize Larraín’s story of
media manipulation in a visible economy of media manipulation.”25
As a result, the format of No creates an “illusion” that matches the
conditions it conveys.
Neither Benson-Allott nor Cilento, it seems, are particularly
concerned with the fact that people may watch No and, consciously
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or not, use it to color their own visions of the past. Steve J. Stern
writes in his 2006 book Remembering Pinochet’s Chile that Chileans have
long grappled with “memory struggles,”26 or how to best remember
the horrors of the Pinochet regime.27 This has manifested itself in
dialogues between “loose” (personal) memories and “emblematic”
frameworks that give meaning to collective remembrance. Stern
emphasizes the importance of collective memory and the structures
that help people interpret a communal past. As a film about a “memory
knot,” or a “specific event…[that] seems to stir up, collect, and
concentrate memories…into public space or imagination,” No carries
the responsibility of acting as a cultural touchstone for the Chilean
people.28 It cannot simply be written off as a film that happens to take
place in the past.
Larraín is no stranger to this fact; No is the third entry in
his trilogy about the Pinochet regime, after Tony Manero (2008)
and Post-Mortem (2010). But this makes his lack of awareness of the
significance of his work all the more concerning. He claims his film is
not a “testament,” and he “really like[s]” the fact that the film cannot
fit neatly into fiction or documentary.29 But any cultural work about
a topic such as Pinochet holds special significance, especially in a
country that struggles to integrate loose, individual memories and
emblematic, collective memories into a coherent whole that marries
lived experiences with larger master narratives.
History is, by definition, the telling of truths. Art holds no
such implication. The creation of the in-between, the “fictionalized
documentary,” in No forges a gray area in which the viewer cannot be
sure that he or she is witnessing the truth. The film’s style relishes its
position in that gray area, playing with viewers’ expectations regarding
the concepts of both history and art. But a film director cannot
reinvent the past, nor can he expect viewers to pick out the differences
between his film and the truth by themselves. Our representations of
the past, over time, become the past. Though Larraín may be satisfied
with his work aesthetically and thematically, he neglects to admit how
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No’s blurring the line between fact and fiction actively ignores and
silences lived historical truths to the detriment of future generations
of Chileans.   
Edited by Brigitte Dale and Edward KaiYan Tie
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Part I: Introduction

The High Line is a public park in New York City that rests on
a 1.45-mile former railway line.1 Opened to the public in 2009, the
High Line is the outcome of the ideas of Joshua David and Robert
Hammond, who led a campaign to preserve the railway in the face
of staunch opposition of developers and politicians. As part of their
preservation effort, David and Hammond started the nonprofit
Friends of the High Line, which currently raises 98% of the park’s
annual budget.2 The High Line is nominally owned by the City of New
York and represents a “coming together of community leaders and city
government”3 to produce a public park that attracts millions of visitors
each year.
This paper will explore the history of the private patronage
of public spaces in the ancient Roman Empire and New York City and
maintain that the High Line both continues this practice and applies it
in a novel and egalitarian way. It will argue that the private financing of
the High Line is critical to the park’s inclusive, unique, and accessible
nature, and that the High Line does not and cannot reflect any particular
ideology. Finally, the paper will uphold the value of private individuals
contributing to public spaces in the city, demonstrating how the High
Line embodies democratic principles by encouraging citizens to take
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an active role in shaping and reimagining the urban landscape.

Part II: “Why Should They Turn It Over to Us?”
Founding and Funding the High Line

When Joshua David and Robert Hammond independently
decided to attend a community board meeting in 1999 held to discuss
the future of the railway that later became the High Line, neither of
them anticipated playing an instrumental role in its salvation. David
and Hammond’s relationship to the structure did not extend beyond
their proximity to it.4 “What really got me interested in it,” Hammond
explains, was an article in The NewYork Times that outlined the Giuliani
administration’s plan to tear down the railway.5 Interestingly, it was
only when the railway was set to be demolished that the structure
took on importance in their lives. David remembers, “I’d passed it a
million times, and I hadn’t even known it was there, hidden away in
plain sight.”6 When they decided to join forces in lobbying to save the
railway, David and Hammond had no concrete plan to develop the
railway into a particular kind of public space. Still, neither of them
could stand “the idea that this industrial relic was about to be torn
down,”7 and despite the dismal odds, they were determined to do
everything they could to prevent that from happening.
As the campaign to preserve the High Line began to attract
support and interest, David and Hammond considered how they would
fund the project. They never planned to finance the redevelopment
themselves; instead, they started a private, nonprofit conservancy
organization, Friends of the High Line, in 1999.8 Although the park is
technically owned by the City of New York and receives funding from
the city, Friends of the High Line is responsible for maintaining and
overseeing the park’s operations and seeks “to raise the essential private
funding to help complete the High Line’s construction and create an
endowment for its future operations.”9 To date, Friends of the High
Line has raised over $44 million in public and private donations, and
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since its inception, the park has had countless influential advocates.10
Celebrities and wealthy individuals, such as Diane von Furstenberg
and her financier husband Barry Diller, have been key supporters
of the High Line from the beginning, pledging $10 million to the
site’s redevelopment.11 Former mayor Michael Bloomberg’s support
was also critical to the project’s success; in 2002, the Bloomberg
administration “reversed the directive to destroy the railway” that
had stalled the redevelopment effort under Bloomberg’s predecessor,
Rudy Giuliani.12
Although “A-list supporters”13 helped to generate initial
support for the High Line, wealthy private donors were by no means
the sole contributors to Friends of the High Line. “By 2008, the
High Line had over 1,500 monetary supporters,”14 many of whom
were ordinary individuals who contributed small amounts to the
organization. Nonetheless, private funding has always been essential
to the project’s success. Without this source of revenue, the High Line
and similar preservation projects would not exist.

Part III: Evergetism: An Ancient Practice
The Longstanding History of Philanthropy in Cities

Thousands of years before wealthy individuals such as
Barry Diller and Michael Bloomberg pledged millions of dollars
to help finance the High Line, private individuals were voluntarily
contributing to the financing of public spaces in cities across the
ancient world. This practice has transcended not only time, but also
political system: it has flourished under various forms of government,
from the republic of the early Roman Empire to the democracy of the
United States. Modern scholars refer to this practice as evergetism,
or a kind of philanthropy, usually in the form of providing something
useful to the city.15 In ancient Rome, for instance, private individuals’
contributions to public spaces in the city, which included libraries,
markets, and public theatres, were sources of pride that enriched
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the city’s economic and civic development.16 Wealthy individuals’
contributions to these spaces reflected a budding sense of competition
for funding and renown among cities. In addition, they often displayed
an early nationalism, or pride in and allegiance to a larger political
identity beyond the city.
Following Augustus’s foundation of the Roman Republic in 27
B.C., the Roman Empire grew to encompass a wide range of territory
that spanned three continents.17 The city of Rome was the epicenter
of the early Roman Empire: Rome was “the largest city the Western
world had ever seen until eighteenth-century London.”18 The Empire
extended far beyond the city of Rome: it was divided into 44 different
provinces and extended citizenship to individuals in far-reaching towns
and cities. These cities were “the fundamental administrative units of
the Roman Empire”: each city functioned independently under its own
locally elected town council, had its own police force, and performed
administrative functions such as the collection of taxes.19 Under this
structure, cities began to compete with one another, prompting
private individuals to contribute to the status of their respective cities
by personally financing the erection of prominent public buildings.20
One notable example of evergetism is the Eumachia Building
in Pompeii, a wool market financed in the late first century A.D. by
a wealthy priestess, Eumachia, and dedicated to “Concordia Augusta,”
or Augustus’ imperial cult.21 The Eumachia Building was one of the
earliest examples of evergetism: it symbolized both the recognition
of the important role that distinguished public spaces play in the city’s
reputation and private individuals’ interest in contributing personally
to preserve and enhance this reputation. The Eumachia Building,
similarly to many public buildings financed with private funds,
served both a practical and an ideological function in its facilitation of
commerce and glorification of the Empire. Although it was privately
financed, the building was erected for public use, and “it is certain that
the building played a vital role in the city’s life.”22
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Part IV: Living Spaces: Evergetism and New York
City
Evergetism and its variants have been critical to urban
development not only in ancient times and distant cities, but also in
contemporary New York City history beyond the High Line. New
York City has long been shaped by evergetism. Private individuals
have contributed to many of the city’s most venerated spaces, such
as Carnegie Hall, which was conceived of and underwritten by select
wealthy citizens. In 1887, industrialist and philanthropist Andrew
Carnegie first expressed interest in backing the construction of a new
concert hall in New York City.23 Carnegie Hall, located uptown in
what was then an undeveloped area of the city, opened to the public
in 1891 and was instantly labeled a success. Despite Carnegie’s initial
contributions to the erection of the Hall, Carnegie was “but the
first of its many benefactors”24 who have come to include thousands
of individuals spanning all rungs of the economic ladder.25 When
Carnegie laid down the cornerstone of the Hall in a ceremony on May
15, 1890, he declared, “Who shall venture to paint its history or its
end? It is built to stand for ages, and during those ages it is probable
that this hall will intertwine itself with the history of our country.”26
Carnegie’s predictions have proven true. After more
than a century of use, Carnegie Hall today is “alive, participating in
the dreams and defining moments of the world’s most renowned
performers.”27 Carnegie Hall is a prime example of how factors unrelated
to private funds influence the legacy and utility of buildings in the city.
The space was originally a venue primarily for esteemed European
musicians; American musicians rarely performed on its center stage,
and on opening night in 1891, “the priests… were all Europeans.”28 In
the building’s early days, the United States noticeably lacked a united
or well-defined artistic community, and Andrew Carnegie made no
attempts to break precedent by promoting American musicians in his
new concert hall.29 Notwithstanding Carnegie’s own intentions, over
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the next few decades Carnegie Hall became a symbol of the “musical
metamorphosis” that was occurring all across the United States
following World War II, as European musicians settled permanently
in the country and consolidated a uniquely American musical identity
that encompassed both native and non-native musicians.30
Carnegie Hall also played an important role in “providing
black musicians, in particular, with the status of artist rather than
entertainer.”31 The space “added a dignity to the music and enhanced
the reputation of those who played there.”32 Thus, the space ultimately
benefitted groups of individuals that had been either invisible or
marginalized in Carnegie’s time, demonstrating how societal forces
stronger than private investment dictate the function and significance
of public spaces. Andrew Carnegie’s personal intentions or visions of
the space did not and could not have aligned with its ultimate role in
public life. The events that precipitated the Hall’s evolution, such as
World War II, were decades in the future.
While the High Line’s legacy is still nascent, as its final section
opened to the public in September 2014,33 the park’s function has
already evolved in ways that its co-founders and financial backers
never anticipated. In his book, Hammond describes a woman living
adjacent to the High Line who invited singers to perform on her fire
escape after discovering that a security light shined directly onto the
structure, turning it into a stage with “a guaranteed audience walking
past on the High Line.”34 She called the performances “the High Line
Renegade Cabaret.” They drew crowds of listeners and were featured
in an article in The NewYork Times.35 David and Hammond’s spontaneous
additions to the site persisted: they decided to install pieces of the New
York Central Railroad tracks on the High Line as they “hoped they
would help visitors sense the structure’s past without having to take a
history lesson.”36 The park’s thriving vegetation had a different agenda
for the tracks: by midsummer, the plants and bushes had “grown so
thick that you can barely see those old tracks on the High Line.”37
The High Line has generated unanticipated benefits for nearby
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residents on their daily commutes. The New York Times reported in
2013 that the High Line “has come to attract commuters” due to its
dearth of traffic, automobiles or bikes.38 These pragmatic individuals
frequent the High Line “not because it is picturesque, but because it
is faster.”39 The High Line’s benefits to commuters are greater than
simply more expeditious treks to work: it also serves a psychological
function, allowing pedestrians to “avoid persistent reminders of the
many blocks they [have] remaining”40 and thus alleviating the stress
triggered by unavoidable aspects of urban life.
Critics of the High Line’s private funding mechanisms have
argued that projects like it represent elitist spaces that “fit most neatly
into the lifestyles of the affluent” and questioned “how useful [it] will
be to ordinary people.”41 But testimonials such as these demonstrate
that assessing how “useful” a public space will be to “ordinary people”
is simply impossible. The truth is, the High Line’s nominal designation
as a park has not precluded people from using the space to fit their
particular needs and desires, from transforming the park into a concert
venue to striding across its smooth surface on a morning commute in
a continuous, swift trajectory. Moreover, as Hammond explains in The
High Line, the park’s founders never intended for the space to be static
or controlled by donors’ interests: his hope for the High Line is that it
will “keep growing and changing, not for it to be dependent on Josh,
me, and the core group that started it.”42
Irrespective of their funders’ intentions, buildings and spaces
assume unanticipated and variable roles in the city. Public spaces
generate both negative and positive externalities for the larger
community; however, many of these externalities are impossible to
foresee. As they become embedded within the public sphere, buildings
adapt to new functions and visitors. They become shared resources,
spaces that are egalitarian in their embrace of all ideas, occupants, and
legacies.
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Part V: Addressing Criticism
From the outset, the High Line has generated both positive
and negative attention. David and Hammond accepted this as a natural
and inevitable byproduct of any new public space in the city: early on,
they “began to understand that this was not going to be a universally
beloved project.”43 Perhaps the notion of a privately funded public
space is inherently polarizing, as it invites a host of interpretations
and critiques of the space’s symbolic associations and financial
ramifications. Some see the High Line as “more evidence of… how
a hollowed-out public sector is losing its critical role,”44 while others
contend that the park is “another chapter in the story of New York
City’s transformation into Disney World,” promoting the construction
of “aquarium-like high rises for the elite” along its edges.45
A primary concern among critics has been the park’s role in
the revitalization of the surrounding neighborhood. Since the park
opened in 2009, property values in Chelsea have steadily risen and
a host of new luxury developments has emerged in the area.46 “All
along the High Line, on both sides of the structure, new buildings are
popping up—as many as forty, by one count, went up in the first two
years that the park was open.”47 While it’s true that the neighborhood
has seen unprecedented development, some of it attributable to the
High Line, the assertion that the High Line is a “catalyst for some of the
most rapid gentrification in the city’s history”48 is problematic for two
reasons. First, by the time David and Hammond expressed interest
in the High Line in the late 90s, real estate developers had already
identified the neighborhood as an untapped resource and purchased
land in the area, designing plans for future projects.49
When David and Hammond formed Friends of the High
Line in 1999, “[Their] most daunting opponents were the property
owners… who hoped to increase their value exponentially by forcing
the railroad to tear down the High Line so they could build in that
space.”50 Most of the “property owners” David refers to belonged to
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an organization called Chelsea Property Owners’ (CPO), which “had
been working since the mid-1980s to achieve [this] goal, and appeared
to be nearing success.”51 The company that owned the railway, CSX,
was “neutral about the future of the lines.”52 However, David recalls
how Debra Frank, a lawyer for CSX, was eager to absolve the company
of responsibility for the structure altogether. CSX had concluded that
the best way to deal with the structure was to raze it, since “They had
to pay taxes on it, they had to maintain it... they didn’t see a future use
for it.” 53 The company, however, was impartial as to “the way it was
gotten rid of.”54
Real estate developers posed the most obdurate and persistent
threat to the redevelopment of the railway. Chelsea Property Owners
“considered it… an obstruction to the ancient fine art of real estate
development,”55 and the Chelsea Property Owners Association
“banded together in favor of demolishing the structure”56 by filing
a lawsuit. In order to resolve these difficulties and ensure that the
structure was not demolished, Mayor Michael Bloomberg announced
his support for the preservation of the railway, and Friends of the High
Line partnered with the City and its Parks Department.57
The only way that the City was able to appease the Chelsea
Property Owners organization was “to make the owners understand
that allowing the High Line to stay in place would add to the value
of their property.”58 Likewise, Friends of the High Line emphasized
from the start that “preserving and creating open, public spaces boosts
property values and generates higher property tax revenue.”59 The
High Line’s financial supporters, in other words, always understood
that the park would inevitably result in more expensive real estate,
which critics denounce as an adverse side effect. The reality is that
the High Line “would prevent a lot of construction from taking
place in the area,”60 which upset real estate developers, who had
to be reassured that the endeavor would protect and enhance their
fiduciary interests in the property. While the High Line has increased
property values in the neighborhood, it has concurrently provided
48
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an antidote to ceaseless, concentrated real estate development in the
area. The High Line efficiently shielded a portion of the city for public
consumption and prevented profit-driven developers from razing the
railway structure to make room for new projects.
Real estate developers have always struggled for private
control over public spaces, and private conservancy nonprofits such
as Friends of the High Line have undertaken conservation to preserve
cherished structures. In 1960, Carnegie Hall was set to be demolished;
a red office skyscraper was set to take its place. Isaac Stern led the
campaign to save it from demolition61 by chartering the Carnegie Hall
Corporation, a nonprofit that manages the building to this day.62 In
order to rescue Carnegie Hall, Stern negotiated an agreement with
the City of NewYork, which agreed to purchase the concert hall for $5
million provided that the Corporation oversaw the building’s finances
and operations.63 Likewise, Stern and Hammond “were following the
path of the Central Park Conservancy and other conservancies, which
meant [they] had to negotiate an agreement with the City.”64
These efforts to preserve both Carnegie Hall and the High
Line remind us that no space in any city, let alone New York City, is
devoid of the fingerprints of private interests. New York City’s public
spaces have always been shaped, at least in part, by private funds,
some arguably more “philanthropic” than others. Lest we forget this,
Joshua David recalls how the neighborhood surrounding the High
Line emerged in response to a monopolist, Cornelius Vanderbilt, and
the industry he controlled: “West of Tenth… the neighborhood and
industry developed around the railroad.”65 The railway that became
the High Line was a vestige of Vanderbilt’s vast monopoly over the
railroad industry. Vanderbilt owned the giant New York Central
Railroad corporation, which operated trains on the railway for fortysix years, beginning in 1934.66 After the Consolidated Railroad
Company, or Conrail, subsumed the corporation in its merger with
the Pennsylvania Railroad, Conrail was split between two companies:
Norfolk Southern and CSX.67 And it was CSX, a remnant ofVanderbilt’s
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behemoth railroad corporation, that owned and planned to destroy
the abandoned railway David and Hammond fought to preserve.
Furthermore, battles to save public spaces such as the High
Line reveal the true alternative to privately-funded conservation
efforts: a city owned and operated exclusively by real estate developers
whose motivations to shape the landscape reflect personal monetary
gain. Although one critic asserts that the High Line represents “more
evidence of… how private wealth is taking the wheel and having a
growing say over basic parts of American life,”68 how do the interests
of real estate developers not exercise a “growing say over basic parts
of American life” each time they erect a soaring skyscraper, setting
a precedent for exorbitant property values that make city living
unaffordable and creating exclusionary spaces that only the wealthy may
access? This must not be overlooked in considering the implications of
spaces such as the High Line and Carnegie Hall. While some critics
focus on subsidiary objections, such as how the spaces should be
used or what ideologies they promote or undermine, the simple fact
is that our ability to ask these types of questions is a privilege that
preservationists and private contributions make possible. Without
these individuals and funding sources, there would be no space to
contest.
Logically, one wonders how New York City’s landscape would
appear without these spaces. Washington Square Park would have a
highway running through it; 881 Seventh Avenue, Carnegie Hall’s
address, would be a series of pieds-à-terre occupied and owned by
a select few. One living example of a failed preservation effort that
New Yorkers constantly lament is Penn Station. The building we now
know as Penn Station is described as an “architectural crime scene,” a
“joyless building,” and a “cramped, subterranean space.”69 The Station’s
predecessor, however, was “one of Manhattan’s most noble buildings,”
a breathtaking architectural masterpiece that was demolished by
Pennsylvania Central Railroad (a descendant of Vanderbilt’s New York
Central Railroad corporation) to create the existing structure.70 Penn
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Station is paradigmatic of the benefits of maintaining diversity in who
owns the limited terrain in New York City. I would challenge critics
of the High Line’s alleged ideological bent to consider the broader
ramifications of their arguments and the potential disasters that
inhibiting private conservation organizations from controlling certain
spaces in the city might create. Categorizing the High Line as an elitist
and exclusionary space negates both the history of its establishment
and its function in the contemporary landscape of New York City.

Part VI: Looking Ahead: The High Line’s Enduring
Legacy
The High Line has been hailed as a paradigm of innovative
design and civic collaboration, and it “has inspired cities around the
country and the world to preserve the infrastructure of a long-gone
industrial era and transform it into idyllic public spaces.”71 Without
private individuals’ contributions, the project would have been
inconceivable. Public spaces such as the High Line can teach us many
lessons; the High Line’s development and construction reveal the weak
correlation between the interests of private donors and the ultimate
reception and function of public spaces in the city. Donating to a
building with the intention of determining its future use is, ultimately,
a futile act. Public spaces are by their very nature collective entities,
products of the prevailing social forces and realities of their era. No
single individual can delineate the future of any public space, including
the High Line. And this ambiguity, and the acceptance of the fluid mold
that all spaces possess, is precisely why it matters so much that we
encourage the individuals who supported and continue to support the
High Line. These individuals bequeathed the public with a park, rather
than a moral or political guidebook. Furthermore, contemplating the
conceptual implications of spaces like the High Line seems to overlook
the empirical observations that I and others have collected while
spending time in the space, noting the ways in which people actually
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interact with and benefit from it. The sights I have witnessed while
spending time on the High Line—the triumphs and heartbreaks and
charades —can be summed up in one word: human.
Examining the High Line prompts final questions regarding
how we define public spaces in the city, as well as the High Line’s
broader role in the field of urban studies. Why is the High Line
designated a “park,” and how could relabeling spaces in the city create
a more equitable distribution of funds? What implications does this
designation have in terms of the funding the City is permitted to
contribute and individual ownership rights over the space? As these
questions’ varied but voluminous responses demonstrate, both the
structure and the function of spaces similar to the High Line in New
York City remain contested. Beyond prompting criticisms, though,
the High Line has inspired ordinary citizens to engage in the broader
dialogue surrounding the nature of New York City and the role of
its public spaces. This type of civic engagement—which begins as a
tentative question or automatic, intuitive response—is precisely what
prompted David and Hammond to lead the charge to salvage the
abandoned railway in the first place.
Edited by Jonah Goldberg and Ryan J. Simshauser
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=

Siegfried Sassoon—the English soldier-poet who, with grim
eloquence, narrated the physical experience and emotional wreckage
of World War I in his works—reflected upon the therapeutic powers
of music on the mind in “Secret Music,” a poem published in May
1917 as part of a collection entitled The Old Huntsman and Other Poems.
The poem’s narrator, in the midst of harrowing combat, maintains his
sanity only by “keep[ing] such music in [his] brain”—in the battlefield
of his mind, “proud-surging melodies of joy” silence “the roar of guns.”1
Ultimately, the narrator triumphantly proclaims, “music dawned above
despair.”2
Due to their inhumane experiences, soldiers of World War I
inhabited the word “despair.”3WorldWar I has been labeled by historians
as “the first total war” and “the first mass industrial war”: new and
advanced technologies—including improved firepower and artillery,
chemical warfare, airplanes, and armored tanks—engineered the
brutal, mechanized terms of the war, expanding the scope and scale of
tragedy and death.4 The hallmark military practice of trench warfare,
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a redolent symbol of the war’s futility and senselessness, similarly
embodied the consequences of these technologies. Out of this ruthless
martial conflict emerged soldiers afflicted with shell shock, the Great
War’s characteristic psychological wound. The syndrome, coined
by English psychologist and physician Charles S. Meyer to indicate
its suspected cause was primarily defined by general emotional
disturbance, an affective state to which a variety of symptoms could
be coupled, “from paralysis to insomnia, blindness to poor appetite
and agitation.”5 As suggested by the diagnosis’ lack of specificity and
its accommodation of a broad range of mental and somatic pathology,
shell shock baffled wartime clinicians.6 Shell shock’s appearance and
their scientists’ failure to understand it alarmed the various national
governments waging worldwide war as well—their soldiers were
going mad with no clear explanation.
So too were Americans on the home front stunned and
dismayed by their psychically wounded warriors, veterans burdened
with mental injuries that lacked a visible, bodily origin. An article from
The NewYork Times dated February 19, 1918 echoes this sentiment. Its
title, “MEN FROM TRENCHES IN HOSPITAL HERE,” intimates
public interest in the newly returned, damaged American warrior,
the veteran of a conflict half a world away.7 The article notes that as
many as 650 soldiers “[having] succumbed to … shell shock” were
recuperating in the United States’ Army General Hospital No. 1 in
New York City.8
The bulk of the article details a fascinating experimental
treatment being deployed by the hospital to treat these shell-shocked
soldiers: “a concert to be given the men tonight from 9 to 11 o’clock,
at which some of the best professional talent in the city has promised to
appear,” an early historical reference to the American institutional use of
music therapy to resolve problems of the mind.9 The article outwardly
expresses exceptional optimism about the purported beneficial effects
of this concert, claiming that the music will “[regenerate] … wrecked
men.”10 Yet, the anxiety of the medical professionals authorizing the
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concert simmers beneath the effusive rhetoric of the journalistic
piece—a self-reflexive apprehension linked to the questionably
scientific nature of the experiment and music therapy as a discipline.
These attitudes toward epistemological and disciplinary legitimacy
are embedded within a wider constellation of gender considerations,
particularly in the feminization of music therapy, the mythic equation
of science with objectivity and masculinity, and the perception of
the shell-shocked soldier as a rising symbol of infirm, effete Western
manliness.
In the forthcoming analytic context, science exists as a vessel
for a panoply of social and cultural mores; science constitutes a way of
knowing fixated on an essential untethering of observer from object,
one engrossed in the reduction, objectification, and scrutiny of the
world around us, and absorbed by a desire to understand and direct
its natural forces. Science is profoundly masculine as well, operating
in a phallogocentrism characterized by what Donna Haraway calls
“nostalgia for the presence of the one true Word”—a transcendent,
static vision of the world, one that hinges upon a constant, unerring
Truth waiting to be uncovered.11 This masculine obsession reified the
codes of investigation and scientific experiment that The NewYork Times
article and the experiment it describes follow.
The article strenuously attempts to construct the scientific
value of the musical experiment—an energetic endeavor that in its
desperation and repetition betrays a subterranean doubt about the
very experiment it vaunts as legitimate. The project of affirming the
concert’s scientific value begins in the headings, which stress the
concert’s planning “Under Physicians’ Approval,” a declaration of
male scientific and professional authorization.12 The article explicitly
designates the concert as “designed particularly as an experiment
under scientific auspices”—a depiction “authoritatively” given by
an unnamed, presumably male source.13 Henry Butterworth, the
Assistant Director of the New York War Camp Community Service,
builds on this description, noting the “full approval of the medical
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staff ” and the scientific approach to the concert: male hospital doctors
intend to “watch carefully” and study it “scientifically”—an allusion to
the methodical and diligent mode science ostensibly operates in.14 He
continues, taking pains to emphasize its “very definite plan and purpose”
and “the medical sanction and supervision” necessarily involved in the
investigation.15 Despite the sufficiency of his statements, Butterworth
proceeds to rehash his claims of scientific validity a few lines later: he
explains once again that the “entertainments [were] carefully planned
and conducted … with a definite purpose in view.”16 This feverish,
iterant rhetoric of scientific value consumes nearly half of the article’s
section concerning the details of the experiment, the tautological
verbosity of which speaks to the medical institution’s repressed doubts
about the concert and the efficacy of music therapy.
The peripheral status of the women in the article cheapens and
diminishes their central role in planning the music therapy. Only one
line of the piece refers to the critical architect of the concert: “The
work is being done for us by Mrs. McClellan, in charge of our Women’s
Advisory Committee.”17 In this conscious exclusion of women from
an article publicizing the experiment’s therapeutic possibilities, the
medical authorities could ignore a troubling point: the gendered,
epistemic identification of music therapy as an unmistakably feminine
and thus unscientific kind of knowledge.
An article published on July 13, 1919 from The New York
Times delineating the music therapy employed by Isa Maud Ilsen on
shell-shocked American soldiers demonstrates some of the gendered
problematics inherent in contemporary intellectual and cultural
authorities’ approach to the music therapy discipline.18 Ilsen was an
early pioneer of music therapy in the United States in her roles as
an administrator, clinician, and educator from 1905 to 1930—her
interest in music therapy began during her time in nursing school,
and she had tested music therapy with the mentally and terminally ill,
in addition to shell-shocked Canadian veterans of World War I.19 She
worked as Director of Hospital Music in Reconstruction Hospitals for
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the Red Cross during the war, a role in which she enthusiastically
advocated for the use of music therapy in treating U.S. soldiers with
shell shock.20 She also served as Chair of Musico-Therapy at Columbia
University in New York City, an academic position that confirms her
prominent position in the discipline.21 However, the profile of Ilsen
from The New York Times approaches this distinguished figure in music
therapy with considerable disdain—a rejection of Ilsen and her work
that tellingly exposes the extant gendered assumptions radically
policing the nature of science and the identities of those who could
partake in it.
The article first identifies Ilsen as a “Woman Professor” in
its title—a gendered label that surreptitiously supposes that Ilsen’s
female identity might modify the value of the ostensibly credible
knowledge she produces as an intellectual at an Ivy League university.22
The beginning of the piece suggests that “To be really up to date, you
should have a fling at music therapy,” a statement that paints music
therapy as an unserious, casual attempt at healing.23 The treatment
resembles a medical scam temporarily in vogue. In the next lines,
the article pushes forth musical prescriptions in a haughty, ridiculous
manner—perhaps a simple “barcarolle or a sonata” could completely
relieve a reader’s depression, or “sciatica or shell shock or lumbago
or housemaid’s knee.”24 From Ilsen’s recommendation for “musical
physicians” to “wear something light and dainty,” the writers of the
news article surmise “that the practitioners are feminine.”25 Armed
with this single aspect, the article universalizes it to all of the specialty’s
practitioners, forging connections between gender and science that
unmake music therapy from a professionally scientific therapeutic
endeavor—which Ilsen worked throughout her life to accomplish—
to a feminine, pseudoscientific affair.
The feature mentions that “none of the accepted scientific
instruments … were applied by Mrs. Ilsen … in every case … [only]
simple observation was made of the patient.”26 In making this statement,
the writers mobilized a specific, gendered scientific judgment about
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knowledge production. Evelyn Fox Keller has outlined the discursive
contours of this kind of gendered assault, opining, “the affective and
cognitive posture of objectification [is associated] with masculin[ity],
while all processes which involve a blurring of the boundary between
subject and object tend to be associated with the feminine.”27 In
imbuing femininity with subjectivity and depriving it of the possibility
of objectivity, women were excluded from scientific endeavors. Ilsen’s
ability to objectively observe and interpret her patient is denied in this
conception of who can participate in science.
The point the story makes about Ilsen’s avoidance of scientific
instrumentation is integral to a gendered critique. Brian Easlea has
spoken of science as a system formulated for distinctly male “natural
philosophers [who] could … demonstrate their virility by the scientific
and technological appropriation of a mechanical earth.”28 Technology, a
representation of masculinist mastery over the world, is also a tool that
makes possible the further enactment of scientific power, manliness,
and knowledge production. More than utilizing her flawed subjectivity
to ascertain the effects of the music therapy, Ilsen, by foregoing the
masculine, objective technologies and accoutrements of science—
“the p’ethmograph, pneumograph, argograph, and dynamometer”—
doubly sabotaged the scientific validity of her treatments.29
Furthermore, music therapy was becoming closely associated
with the gender of its public champions—along with Isa Maud Ilsen,
Eva Augusta Vescelius, and Harriet Ayer Seymour represented the
two other foremost advocates of music therapy in the early twentieth
century in the United States.30 Masculinized regimes of science had
redefined music therapy as a fundamentally feminized—and thus
unscientific—exercise supported by women, the least adequate arbiters
of scientific value. Women, beings tied up in simplicity, emotionality,
and subjectivity, entirely divorced from the “abstract, analytical, and
objective,” could scarcely partake in the male scientific gaze.31 In the
eyes of the scientific establishment, women could not possibly propose
competent medical therapeutics to solve the distressing problem of
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the shell-shocked American soldier.
Contrary to these dismissive ideological accusations of
pseudoscience, the use of music to restore shell-shocked soldiers
incorporated systematic approaches that approximated the logical
methodology flaunted by science and, more crucially, resulted in
concrete improvements in suffering veterans.32 Paula Lind Ayers,
known as “the girl who sang away shell shock,” practiced music
therapy on overseas American soldiers in Europe during the Great
War.33 Through performing and consistently testing a variety of
tunes, Ayers came to determine which kinds of songs most effectively
improved the condition of her shell-shocked patients. Following
dozens of performances, Ayers eventually crafted a musical schedule
of treatment dubbed the “lullaby cure”: therapeutic performances
began with “quieter lulling songs” to calm the men, and eventually
progressed to “more spirited songs” that prompted the men to join
in—men who had not spoken since their condition had taken hold.34
Ayers’ performance would herald the return of the shell-shocked
soldier’s speech, a palpable sign of recovery.
Isa Maud Ilsen used musical therapy at Fort McHenry’s military
hospital in Baltimore to treat shell shock to great fanfare in the Baltimore
American dated March 12, 1918.35 Yet, from searches of contemporary
scientific literature, it seems neither received mention for their medical
accomplishment—a failure undeniably informed by their gender, an
identity considered unable to engage with the norms, practices, and
values of legitimating masculine science. As Simone de Beauvoir states,
“[The woman] is defined and differentiated with reference to man, and
not he with reference to her; she is the inessential, the incidental as
opposed to the essential. He is the Subject, the Absolute—she is the
Other.”36 Women, for scientific men, had been locked away in these
gendered logics, always trapped as the Manichean, referential Other:
a subject certainly unable to understand or treat shell shock.
Music therapy was one proposed solution in a heterogeneous
landscape of shell-shock research and thinking during the war. Medical
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and psychological figures had proposed a welter of disease conceptions
to elucidate shell shock—was shell shock caused by carbon monoxide
exposure, or was it really from the reverberations of an explosion?37 Or
was a genetically inherited or acquired mental weakness—known as
“constitutional instability”—theculprit?38 Charles S. Myers, originator
of the shell shock diagnosis, offered an explanation of the syndrome
that would become the dominant model of thought.39 Myers regarded
the protean symptoms of shell shock as the aftereffects of the repression
initiated by a traumatic event—in fact, the symptomology assisted in
sustaining the dissociation from the trauma.40 He pointed to “cognitive
and affective reintegration” as the solution, a treatment that involved
unearthing the psychic wound by bringing insidious reminiscences
to the surface of consciousness.41 In this vision of trauma treatment,
Myers was clearly indebted to Freudian psychoanalysis. Freud himself
considered the war a laboratory within which to test the theories of
the mind he had outlined. From the violence and destruction of the
Great War, Freud’s paradigmatic “primal man,” the atavistic creature of
“murderous impulses,” had seemed to finally appear.42
In Rewriting the Soul, Ian Hacking offers a thoughtful heuristic
for considering the links between disease entities and experiences:
he approaches psychiatric diagnoses as contextual and historical
artifacts, defining a diagnosis’ existence as highly contingent upon a
complex ecological niche to nurture it.43 This structure proves useful
in unpacking the confluence of connections between psychoanalysis,
shell shock, and masculinity. Hacking also employs a biological conceit
in comparing multiple personality disorder to a psychological parasite
that requires a social host for semiotic survival—the host in this case
is a culturally circulated belief in a traumatic epidemic of child abuse.44
From his imagining of the partial social manufacture of psychological
phenomenon, Hacking enriches purely neurobiological explanations
of mental illness with ideological and discursive texture.
We can actualize this schematic in shell shock. Shell shock as a
diagnosis seems to spring into existence from the mechanized brutality
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of World War I—the horror of war, amplified by technology, inflicted
a devastating amount of trauma on multitudes of soldiers. In the
Freudian system, this trauma would subsequently cause shell shock.
But Hacking seeks to expand this vision of shell shock’s causality and
endurance as widespread pathology. Shell shock’s persistence in the
popular imagination hinges upon the syndrome’s parasitic attachment
to societal anxiety about the fortitude and manliness of the Western
man, an anxiety aggravated by the war’s destruction and havoc. Thus,
shell shock itself came to be viewed as an emasculation, an unmaking
of masculinity that troubled cultural spectators.The emotional reserve
and stoic posturing of men became dismantled in shell-shock syndrome;
Elaine Showalter remarks that shell-shocked soldiers were “silenced
and immobilized and forced, like women, to express their conflicts
through the body.”45 Showalter’s noted interpretation of shell shock
as a masculine reimagining of a traditionally female hysteria certainly
reflects an enfeeblement of the male.46 These anxieties, castrative in
tone, collectivized to perpetuate—to host—the existence of shell
shock as diagnosis: a signal diagnosis to nervously suggest something
sick was creeping within Western societal structures. Encircling this
crisis of masculinity and society were the new psychical formations of
Freud, a unifying ideology able to articulate this widespread moment
of mental rupture and patriarchal instability.
Pat Barker’s Regeneration, which mixes fiction and fact in
tracking the treatment of shell-shocked soldiers by anthropologist
and clinician W. H. R. Rivers at Craiglockhart War Hospital, enacts
in narrative form the subjective and personal ramifications inherent
in shell shock’s emasculatory associations. Sassoon, one of Rivers’
patients at the hospital, remembers a literal castration—the war
wound of a nineteen-year-old boy, who now has “a neat little hole
… between the legs.”47 While the boy’s injury physically emasculates
him, Sassoon notices the personal powerlessness in the boy’s eyes—a
lack of autonomy that mirrors the Great War soldier’s emasculating
experience in the vicious battlefield of machines, trenches, and
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destruction: a situation of impotence that kindled shell shock.
With this complex conjuncture of masculinity, psychoanalysis,
and diagnosis in mind, we can further contextualize the general
rejection of music therapy as a legitimate treatment for shell shock.
A psychological regimen as feminized as music therapy could not
possibly be acceptable to a broad population of patients and doctors
already fearful of degraded masculinity from shell shock—no matter
how effective or promising the experimental application of the
therapeutic might be.
One can argue that Showalter’s analysis and Barker’s narrative
center on English attitudes toward masculinity and shell shock, and
that an exploration of American conceptions of shell shock might
reveal a different cultural orientation—and it does. Annessa Stagner
has disentangled English and American perceptions of shell shock, and
concludes that while English representations lamented shell shock as
a degenerative manifestation of “the seemingly incurable wounds (of
war),” Americans saw shell shock as a “temporary, curable injury.”48
This national difference reinforces the argument for an apprehensive
American rejection of feminine music therapy—if shell shock was
ultimately curable, other more masculine, more scientific therapies
might accomplish the task just as well as music therapy, and without
the troublingly feminized overtones. Through either interpretation of
social discourse about shell shock, the argument for dismissing music
therapy was achieved in American contexts.
Michael Gordin convincingly illuminates a sociocultural
imagining of pseudoscience allegations in The Pseudoscience Wars—
he believes accusations of pseudoscience result from a sense of
institutional science being threatened and what the labeled ideas
“represent about the authority of science, science’s access to resources,
or some other broader social trend.”49 His thought resonates in the
scientific repudiation of music therapy as treatment for shell shock;
music therapy’s conflation with femininity would lead to the therapy’s
rejection by an apprehensive medical and cultural alliance all too
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aware of the fragile, destabilized masculinity implicated by and socially
hosting shell shock.
As evident from generations of historical literature and other
categories of testimony, shell shock serves as a key artifact, metaphor,
and experience through which to negotiate and reinterpret the
experience of World War I. From our analysis, war takes shape as a
social and cultural arena for ideologies and knowledges to compete, to
play themselves out—violently and unknowingly at times—on human
bodies and minds.The articles from The NewYork Times discussing music
therapy make up an archive, what Michel Foucault termed “monuments
to particular configurations of power.”50 In archaeologically untangling
shell shock and its treatments from these regimes of truth and
troubling the discourse expressed in these “documents of exclusion,”
the constructedness of mental illness and the normative function of
masculine science are laid bare. 51
Edited by Zoë Gilbard
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=

Racism did not end with the Civil Rights Movement. Rather, it
evolved into a form of internal colonialism, which, in this context, will
be defined as the localized, unequal, and materially extractive racial
power dynamic that exists within marginalized spaces throughout
the United States. Despite the tenuous claims our country makes of
equality between white and nonwhite people and the dominance of
colorblind ideology, modern disparities between races and the physical
and social spaces they inhabit are staggering. The average salary of
a Black American is between half and two-thirds of that of a white
American, and on average African-Americans own only ten cents for
each white dollar.1 Discrimination and segregation dominate most
aspects of American life, including dimensions of housing, education,
and criminal justice.2 Through enforcement of this segregation, white
power structures can utilize racist precedents to directly profit from
social problems created by the structures themselves. For example,
artificially constricted housing in Black neighborhoods leads to high
rates of rent, which reinforces a system that leaves many residents
homeless while funneling rent payments to landlords who are
predominantly white. Indeed, the extractive processes of colonial
capitalism are alive and well.
Rather than expropriating the labor of a geographically diffuse
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black population through slavery or sharecropping, modern structural
racism concentrates poverty in small areas and uses the resultant social
dysfunction to justify the maintenance of oppressive and extractive
systems. Here, poverty is drawn along racialized lines; therefore,
race serves as the marker between exploiters and the exploited, and
contemporary ghettoization enables processes of extraction. These
extractive systems—which operate across lines of race—characterize
the modern ghetto as a space of internal colonialism.3
Kendrick Lamar’s album Good Kid, m.A.A.d. City (also referred
to as GKMC in this paper) is a trip through one of these exploited
spaces. The fractured narrative follows Lamar at age 16 through one
harrowing Sunday in Compton. Throughout the day, he comes into
contact with different forms of oppression, including police brutality,
gang violence, depression, and substance abuse. These appear to
Kendrick to emanate from the city itself. After his friend Dave is killed
in a gunfight (in the narrative of the album), Lamar begins to come to
terms with the colonized nature of the city’s space and his own psyche.
He begins to understand that this colonization is inextricably linked to
the color of his skin. By the close of the album, he begins to reconcile
with his roots, and proudly declares, “Compton, Compton/Ain’t no
city quite like mine.”4
In Compton and throughout GKMC, Lamar follows in the
tradition of George Lipsitz’ Black Spatial Imaginary: he humanizes and
creates out of habitually devalued space. However, he describes more
than just the physical space of Compton, weaving his own work into
the complex tapestry of West Coast ‘gangsta rap.’ By telling Compton’s
stories in vivid detail, he combats simplistic narratives of the city and
provides proper context for the psychosocial drives that underlie
the ghetto’s cultural norms. Lamar therefore goes beyond a spatial
reclamation of Blackness to engage in a reclamation of Compton’s
history, culture, and psyche. The prism of Kendrick Lamar’s semiautobiographical narrative in Good Kid, m.A.A.d City lays bare the reality
of his surroundings, and allows his audience to begin to understand
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how the internal colonization of a U.S. ghetto produces the collective
psyches of the ghetto’s Black residents.

I. How the City Went m.A.A.d.:
The History of Structural Racism in Compton
Throughout Good Kid, m.A.A.d. City, Kendrick Lamar
employs the motif of a “dark room” and references “these walls” while
discussing Compton. These are apt descriptions of the oppressive
physical and mental space of the ghetto in three important respects.
The first is that “walls” imply a feeling of being trapped or incarcerated
in both the physical and psychological sense, which reflects the fact
that, regardless of where Black people might go, they are relegated
to ghettos by housing (among other structurally racist) practices.
The second is that the setting itself is unnatural; it’s not the darkness
of night from which Lamar is attempting to break free, but rather
the artificial darkness of a room or a cell, which is imposed by statesanctioned tactics of command and control policing. Finally, the third
is the notion that the darkness itself connotes a lack of clarity or a sense
of non-enlightenment, which is complemented by the implication that
the lights could come on. Lamar isn’t looking to leave the ghetto, but
instead seeks to indict the colonialist practices that created it. These
two simple images comprise a novel reanalysis of the ghetto psyche.
Only by better understanding the history of the construction and
enforcement of the ghetto can we contextualize Lamar’s “walls.” To do
so, we will examine Los Angeles’ and Compton’s histories of housing,
gang formation, and policing, and link these histories to broader
systems of structural racism.

HOUSING
Spatial segregation and the creation of ghettos is a major root
of structural racism as it currently exists in the United States. The
processes that drive people of color away from certain neighborhoods
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to others allow for the concentration of racialized poverty, the
formation of large-scale disparities in federal funding for schools,
racialized policing of communities of color, and the social alienation of
these communities. Gangs form—particularly among young people
of color in the aftermath of migration—as a reaction to the kinds of
economic, social, and spatial marginalization that result from living
in ghettos.5 Throughout GKMC, Compton’s space and culture play
the role of backdrop and impetus to act. Violence, both imagined
and performed by characters throughout the story, appears to be a
product of the city itself. Thus, the history of how Compton became a
space of racialized poverty in Los Angeles, as well as how ghettoization
contextualizes the rise of gangs, is critical to understanding Lamar’s
definition of the ghetto psyche.

Founding toWWII: Compton as aWhite Suburb
With the end of Reconstruction and the rise of Jim Crow
in the 1880’s, Los Angeles emerged as a popular destination among
Blacks looking to leave the south. By 1910, more than half of the Black
people in California lived in Los Angeles. Regardless, segregation and
discrimination were rampant. In fact, to describe the city, W.E.B.
DuBois wrote, “to be sure Los Angeles is not Paradise, much as the
sight of its lilies and roses might lead one at first to believe. The color
line is there and sharply drawn.”6 Between 1900 and 1920, the Black
population of Los Angeles increased sevenfold. Yet it was confined
by spatial boundaries and had to absorb the new population into the
neighborhood of Watts. Through WWII, practices of exclusionary
zoning and restrictive covenants in Los Angeles forced the vast
majority of people of color into just East Los Angeles, Watts, and
Little Tokyo, or 5% of the available land.7 In addition, through the
beginning of the 20th century Black workers were relegated to the
lowest-paying occupations and excluded from the burgeoning oil and
motion-picture industries.8
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Through this early period, Compton was a white, uppermiddle-class suburb. However, the influx of Black migrants in Watts
led many middle-class Blacks to move to Compton. In 1939, the Home
Owners Loan Corporation (HOLC) stated in a report that Compton
property values were in jeopardy due to “subversive racial elements
from [the] north,” referencing both Watts and West Compton, which
was segregated until the World War II employment boom.9 Parallel
to discriminatory WWII practices, the non-enforcement of health
zoning codes produced the dilapidated, vermin-infested warehouses
and junkyards common to those neighborhoods. Overcrowding and
poor infrastructure in communities of color exacerbated the effects
of floods, ineffective municipal services, and the pervasive use of
unsanitary outhouses.10
In the 1940s, 100,000 Black people moved to Los Angeles.
As blockbusting practices led Angeleno neighborhoods such as West
Compton to transition from middle-class-white to middle-class-Black,
public outlets for expression and recreation like playgrounds and public
swimming pools effectively disappeared. In that same decade, racial
tensions started to flare up, as exemplified by the “Zoot Suit” riots
of 1943 that targeted both Latinx and Black people. In a response of
defensive localism, Black street gangs began to form in the late 1940s.
At the same time, the formation of white gangs produced friction
with Black gangs during periods of increasing school integration.
These turf wars created local gangs, but these did not represent the
modern conception of a street gang: their goals were strictly related to
securing and maintaining an (ethnically homogenous) territory rather
than making money by engaging in traditional vice (e.g. gambling,
selling drugs, etc.).11

Post-WWII toWatts: Possessive Investment inWhiteness
Half of the home loans taken out in Southern California in the
1950s were provided by the GI Bill or the HOLC. This meant that the
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racially exclusionary criteria used in securing those loans (in Southern
states the GI Bill was implemented along racial lines, and the HOLC
practiced rampant redlining12) ensured that government money for
tax deductions predominantly flowed into white suburbs, rather than
into highly concentrated pockets of poverty consolidated in chiefly
black neighborhoods. These policies, detrimental to people of color
in Southern California, led to the segregation of the Los Angeles
metropolitan area.13 This neighborhood segregation was compounded
by urban sprawl and the primacy of freeways.14
Meanwhile, in 1950, 93% of Compton’s residents were white.
As many suburban areas were deeply invested in the educational,
financial, and social privilege conferred by whiteness (and were
therefore reliant on a tacitly white supremacist ideology15), white
Comptonites used any means necessary to keep Compton segregated.
They lobbied to pass zoning restrictions segregating the city in 1949.16
They utilized restrictive covenants that racially discriminated against
nonwhite buyers—typified by realty signs that read ‘For Sale: Highly
Restricted’—even after these practices were ruled unconstitutional by
the Supreme Court.17 They even resorted to violence and persecution:
in 1953, five real estate agents were arrested and multiple white
home-sellers from Compton were beaten by other residents for selling
property to Black families.18
These strategies point to a cutthroat mentality to defending
Compton’s property value (and hence value within the white spatial
imaginary) against the perceived threat of people of color. As the
strategy of creating, and profiting from, Black ghettos took root in
the minds of white Angelenos in the mid-50s, high-rise public housing
proliferated in the center of Black neighborhoods. This functioned to
concentrate poverty, cement strict lines of segregation, and nurture
the proliferation of gangs. However, these were not the small-time turf
defenders of the late 40s.These new gangs often engaged in traditional
“vice” (gambling, prostitution, minor drug-dealing, etc.); by the late
1950s, gang violence in Watts had reached epidemic levels.19
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Watts to theWar on Drugs:White flight and Transition
The Watts Uprising—six days of rioting and unrest in the
Watts neighborhood of Los Angeles caused by allegations of police
brutality—motivated white residents to flee Compton en masse.
The ill effects of their money leaving with them were not felt until
the late 70s and early 80s when banks closed, the tax base eroded,
businesses left, and schools began to fall apart.20 Many segregated
Angeleno neighborhoods quickly transitioned from explicit “whites
only” policies to implicit “non-whites only” policies in just a few
years.21 After Congress passed the Fair Housing Act (1968), the Home
Mortgage Disclosure Act (1975), and the Community Reinvestment
Act (1977), federally-backed home loans finally became available to
low-income and minority communities at an equitable rate. However,
conventional private loans soon became the main means of financing
home purchases and facilitated white flight out of Los Angeles in the
late 1970s and early 1980s.22
In 1960, Compton had a white population of 21,076 and a
Black population of 13,946. In the decade following theWatts Uprising,
the Black population quadrupled while the white population stayed
the same.23 Previously racially segregated neighborhoods developed
class segregation as middle-class Blacks moved into formerly white
neighborhoods. Meanwhile, white homeowners became landlords
who, emotionally and financially divested from Compton, charged
high rates of rent, oversaw the deterioration of their property, and
shut down businesses.24 By the 1970s, Compton was a city of color,
and Black people constituted the new majority.25
For several years following the Watts Uprising, the social
mantle that had once been carried by gangs was taken on by the
Black Power movement, which constructively organized within the
ghetto against the internal colony status that it had assumed in an
attempt to lighten Lamar’s “dark room.” COINTELPRO (a series of
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projects coordinated by the FBI to disrupt radical American political
organizations and discredit their leaders) and LAPD’s Public Disorder
Intelligence Division’s quickly cracked down on Black Power
organizations in 1968-69. This coincided with a resurgence of gang
violence in the 70s: immediately after the Black Power movement fell
apart between 1970 and 1972, the first Crip sets formed throughout
the city and secured a high level of social dominance. In response to
the violent emergence of the Crips, several rival gangs encompassing
South-Central Los Angeles and Compton merged to create the Bloods
between 1973 and 1975.26

TheWar on Drugs to Good Kid m.A.A.d. City: Neoliberalism atWork
Between 1978 and 1982, as neoliberalism started to become
a dominant philosophy in the United States, there were several plant
closures in communities of color in Los Angeles and 70,000 layoffs.The
child poverty rate in Compton lay just over 40%, and the combination
of deindustrialization, unemployment, and poverty produced
skyrocketing gang participation. By 1982, there were 155 gangs in L.A.
County, encompassing 30,000 active members. By the mid-90s, there
were almost 300 gangs in Los Angeles, with a membership of 35,000.
Gang life was pervasive in both social and economic dimensions, and
was oftentimes the only means of securing money, social capital, or
protection from other gangs. Given the profound disinvestment from
South-Central Los Angeles as a productive cultural and economic
space, these social formations make sense despite the madness and
violence found on the street-level.27 By the 1990s, the rise in crack
and drug-related gang activities made Compton infamous as the
supposed “murder capital of the nation,” and the rise in gangsta rap
immortalized the city in American myth.28 At the same time, federally
subsidized housing continued to be disproportionately clustered in
high-poverty communities of color. This contributed to overcrowding
and the concentration of poverty; FHA loans, though offered to more
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low income people of color, continued to fund white flight to the
suburbs.29 In 2017, Compton is 58% Latinx, and tensions are blackbrown rather than white-nonwhite, with each group blaming the
other for Compton’s decline.30 Regardless of tensions, the city suffers
from the effects of a large-scale colonial exploitation derived from
racialized historical precedent.
Between 1990 and 2000, predominantly white neighborhoods
in LosAngeles became more diverse, but none lost their characterization
as predominantly white. By any meaningful measure, Los Angeles is
still segregated.31 In 1998, a Black home loan applicant in Southern
California was 56% as likely as a white applicant to receive approval;
this disparity was much more pronounced in the suburbs and
diminished in metropolitan areas, which illustrates the contemporary
reproduction of segregation.32
Compton’s continual processes of ghettoization and extraction
wreak havoc on the psyches of its residents. As ghettos are spaces that
manifest poverty, population turnover, crime, fear of crime, noise, and
overcrowding, the experience of living in an American racialized ghetto
dramatically increases the likelihood of developing mental illness.
Experiments prove that the experience of racism—on both individual
and structural levels—is strongly correlated with poor performance,
anxiety, depression, and substance abuse.33 The extension of spatial
devaluation to personal devaluation is exemplified in GKMC, and is
illustrated by Lamar’s ruminations on depression, addiction, and
death. Good Kid invokes imagery of suicide (“Got animosity buildin’,
it’s probably big as a building/Me jumping off the roof is me just playin’
it safe”), and includes a verse about how he wants to shut himself in
and take Xanax and psilocybin mushrooms so that he can forget about
the violence that surrounds him. Swimming Pools (Drank) depicts his
history of alcoholism due to feelings of inferiority. Finally, in Sing
About Me, Lamar contemplates his own death, and emphasizes his selfhate (“Everyday that glass mirror get/tougher to watch”), feelings
of imminent doom, and acceptance of death. While Lamar never
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claims to speak for the whole of Compton, the thread of inferiority,
mental illness, and self-hate he bares to the world characterizes every
character he depicts in GKMC. Moreover, these psychological markers
stem from the fact that their identities derive from the deprived world
that surrounds them.
Los Angeles’ history of ghettoization has damaged Compton
deeply by concentrating poverty, creating and fueling gang violence as
we know it, and irrevocably colonizing the psyches of its residents. But
this phenomenon is larger than any one city—the historical forces that
produced ghettoization in Compton functioned on a national scale.
Douglas Massey and Nancy Denton’s American Apartheid illustrates
how in every major city, “improvement organizations” propagated
restrictive covenants and zoned Black citizens into segregated
neighborhoods that turned into ghettos. Real estate agents across the
country who sought to profit from blockbusting steered Black buyers
into carefully picked neighborhoods in the midst of racial transition
and gave out duplicitous loans designed to default. HOLC practiced
redlining in nearly every major city and the GI Bill funneled returning
veterans into housing areas on the basis of their race. Compton is not a
historical anomaly; terrifyingly, it’s the historical norm. The history of
the ghettoization of Compton points to the fact that powers of white
supremacy are invested in the construction of this oppressive system,
and that these powers must employ constant coercion to maintain it in
both spatial and mental dimensions.

POLICING
Since the conditions of material deprivation within the ghetto
render it nearly unlivable, the internal colony of the ghetto is an
inherently unstable social formation. It takes a system of control and
an oppressive atmosphere of ever-present acts and threats of violence
to preserve the extractive system of social disorder that defines the
ghetto. In the narrative of Compton traced by GKMC, this violence
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falls upon both the gangs and police.
Contrary to the behavioralist, culture-of-poverty narrative
of “Black-on-Black” violence that is usually imposed on mainstream
stories of gangs, Lamar contextualizes gang violence in psychological
and spatial terms; the systemic and senseless violence comes from the
LAPD, which has a history of highly invasive, repressive, and extractive
policing. Throughout Good Kid, m.A.A.d. City, Lamar expands on these
points by providing examples of his distrust of the police. He elucidates
how the state not only forces dispossessed people of color into
deprived spaces, but also uses force to keep them there. Los Angeles
has historically pioneered sophisticated and centralized technological
methods of policing their citizenry. The massive mobilization of force
deployed during the Watts Uprising of 1965 and the Rodney King
Uprising of 1991 is indicative of the invasive level police involvement
in L.A. communities of color. LAPD uses a highly technological system
(e.g., a seamless integration of helicopter and ground-level policing)
to economize their version of command policing in order to enforce
spatial power relations, and has blazed the trail for technologically
advanced systems of control in nations across the world.34 Over its
racialized history, Los Angeles has consistently sought to centralize
and consolidate state police control over Angelenos, with a particular
focus on Angelenos of color.
The modernization of the LAPD started in 1956, when the
department recognized the effectiveness of helicopters in establishing
social control in the Korean War and began to purchase helicopters in
an attempt to economize police work and outgun criminals. This was
four decades before the beginning of the Department of Defense’s
1033 Program (started in 1997), which allows the Pentagon to transfer
surplus military supplies to police forces across the country and has
led to the nation-wide militarization of police forces throughout the
country (as illustrated by events in Ferguson in 2014).35
In 1967, after the political mobilization of Black gangs for the
cause of Black Power, the LAPD created the world’s first SWAT team.
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Its first deployment was at the Black Panther Party’s Los Angeles
Headquarters in 1969 and constituted part of the post-Watts police
militarization and repression of radical Black politics.36 The systematic
destruction of the Panthers contains at its heart the truth of the state’s
racial ideology: it does not want the ghetto to be fixed. The ghetto is
easier to control when it is broken, and fixing the ghetto would entail
a true racial reckoning with the horrors of modern racism.
Rates of gang violence surged as police raids and COINTELPRO
misinformation wreaked havoc upon Black organizing communities,
and reached unprecedented levels by the mid-70’s. The LAPD, in
response to both this rise in gang violence and the burgeoning crack
epidemic of the early 80’s, formed the Community Resources Against
Street Hoodlums (CRASH). CRASH was a specialized gang unit
notorious for holding an extremely violent vision of frontier justice,
which the unit enforced on a daily basis in neighborhoods like Watts
and Compton. Their motto read as follows: “We intimidate those who
intimidate others.”37 Though CRASH was disbanded in the late-80’s
amidst public outcry against their tactics, the LAPD’s ideology of
normalized violence endured. Steve Herbert’s ethnographic survey
of LAPD notes that officers “cannot even understand, much less
staunch” the deeper reasons or motives behind gang violence.38 There
was, and continues to be, a complete empathic disconnect between
communities of color and state actors who police them.
Rampant police brutality, inflicted on residents of color in Los
Angeles, continued throughout the 80’s and 90’s. There were many
officers in the department who “repetitively [used] excessive force
against the public and persistently [ignored] the written guidelines of
the department regarding force.”39 Pressure stemming from brutality
erupted into the mass protest and rioting in 1991, after a video went
public showing policemen beating Rodney King, a Black motorist. In
the aftermath of the assault on Rodney King, William Bratton, who
oversaw the implementation of New York Police Department’s stopand-frisk policy, rose to the position of commissioner of the LAPD.
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There he developed a centralized computer system to further expand
officers’ ability to conduct surveillance on citizens. However, by
relying on this newly developed system, officers further lost touch
with the nuances of the communities they policed. These officers
began to bluntly categorize groups of people as “good” or “bad,” and
aggressively moved against the latter.40
The increasingly violent, militaristic habits of the LAPD in the
post-Rodney King era reveal this disconnect to a powerful degree.
Despite many community outreach efforts intended to build trust
between residents of ghettos and police by providing necessary social
services, the police still operate brutally based on structural assumptions
of Black criminality. For example, SWAT raids, historically used for the
repression of Black politics, have increased from 3,000 per year in the
1980s to more than 40,000 per year in 2017.41 Military policing has
exacerbated a moralistic, “good guys vs. bad guys” narrative to justify
police action, regardless of what that action entails or how it might
affect citizen populations.42 The LAPD’s toxic culture of masculinity,
race, and morality, coupled with its capability for command policing,
underscores the damage done to communities of color on an everyday
basis.

II. Brutalizing the “Good Kid”
Lamar highlights the absurdity of violence in Compton in Good
Kid. In the song, he first is beaten up by a couple of gang members who
think that his nonalignment with any gang in the region is equivalent
to membership in a rival gang. As he drives away from the encounter,
he is pulled over by the police and interrogated—even after he asks
the officers for help, he is beaten up again. In both verses, the actions
of the aggressors are identical despite the supposed opposition of the
gang members and the police. For instance, the motif of “red and blue”
is used to stand for the colors of both the rival Pirus and Crips and the
flashing lights of a police cruiser.43 In both situations, Lamar’s truthful
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and desperate protestations that he is not a gang member are ignored,
because the space he inhabits dictates to others that he must conform
to society’s expectations for him. The result in both cases is brutal and
oppressive: the aggressors step on Lamar’s neck, which connotes the
suffocating power of place to define identity and induce violence.
Lamar’s interaction with the police is an illuminating example
that clarifies how police power works, particularly in the context
of the spatial dynamics in the LAPD. Though the policemen start by
“[promising him they] can help,” the dynamic of the interaction soon
shifts and they are “[holding Lamar] against [his] will.” They ask him
to “lift up [his] shirt,” hoping that a tattoo of affiliation will prove
their assumption that he is a gang member and allow them to take
the “pleasure” of “[putting Lamar] through gang files.” Though their
assumption is wrong, they still claim to “know that he’s down”—that
he is engaging in the gang lifestyle—because he is a Compton resident
and continue to beat him.
At the same time, Lamar is editorializing the interaction.
Encounters like this are so common for him that he “can never pick
out the difference and grade a cop on a bill,” and he feels that “every
time [police] clock in the morning…[they] just want to kill/all [his]
innocence.” Though Lamar has a “purpose to persevere as a better
person,” his lived experience indicates that these personal aspirations
make little difference, as the police fear him nonetheless as a Black
man from Compton. The social disconnect of the LAPD, derived from
their long history of technological policing, does not allow them to
perceive Lamar’s humanity. The LAPD’s legacy of brutality allows him
to explore the ways in which their violence towards the population
of Compton is systemic, extractive, and based in racist ideologies of
control.
Police violence, and the brutality of the criminal justice system
as a whole, is once again a phenomenon that takes place on a scale far
larger than Compton or Los Angeles. Michelle Alexander shows in The
New Jim Crow how the War on Drugs has created a racial caste system
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in the United States that rewards police departments that engage
in invasive and extractive policing (practices pioneered by LAPD)
while punishing and stigmatizing people of color. Alexander details
two processes that particularly relate to the narrative of Good Kid,
m.A.A.d. City. The first is the heightened individual discretion of police
officers, christened by Supreme Court decisions over two decades.
Alexander writes, “In the years [from 1982 to 1991], the Court has
heard argument in 30 Fourth Amendment cases involving narcotics…
All save two involved a search or seizure without a warrant or with
a defective warrant. And, in all except three, the Court upheld the
constitutionality of the search or seizure.”44 These Court decisions
sanctioned the exercise of power by officers over anyone deemed
“suspicious” (under wide, ambiguous criteria), as seen in Good Kid. The
second is the successful political campaign for mandatory minimum
drug sentences, which criminalizes and stigmatizes users with a
medical problem while removing them from society at a high cost and
for large amounts of time. Compton residents are acutely aware of
mandatory minimums: on Money Trees, Jay Rock raps “Drop that work
[some drugs] up in the bushes/Hope them boys [the police] don’t see
my stash/If they do, tell the truth/This the last time you might see my
ass” in reference to the potential jail time a Black man faces for charges
of drug possession.45 The criminal justice system in Los Angeles and
in the U.S. as a whole—from the police to the courts to the prison
system—constitutes a new form of racialized social control.
In Real, arguably the most introspective song on the album,
Lamar analyzes the behavior of both his friends in Compton and of
himself and begins to understand that the dominant white supremacist
narrative of the ghetto has taught them to hate their surroundings and
by extension themselves. Real reserves passing judgment upon the
space that killed Dave—and that is its own kind of forgiveness. With
this song, Lamar takes a step towards breaking down his internal walls
and freeing his mind.
As stated at the beginning of this essay, Good Kid, m.A.A.d.
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City ends with Compton, a celebration of Lamar’s city. “Ain’t no city
quite like mine,” he raps, even though Compton’s dark history of
discrimination, racism, and violence is really the history of every city
in the United States. One gets the sense that Lamar is referring to
something more. When he sees the city, he feels hope and life and a
sense of wonder: hope nearly forced out of him by failed systems of
governance, life nearly beaten out of him by gang members and cops,
and a sense of wonder nearly squeezed out of him by the crushing
grief of a best friend’s death. His sense of wonder prevails, in part,
because when he looks at Compton and embraces it despite its flaws
and tormented past, he starts to love himself, too.
Edited by Daniel Schreck
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